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FOREWORD

In December 1974, a group of 40 educationists, including 28 con-

cerned with the content of school education In 17 countries of

Asia and Africa met for a Nye day seminar in Hamburg. The

meeting was unusual in several respects. It was not designed for

scholars, decision'makers, administrators or teachers, but main-

ly for professionals involved in national curriculum dvelopment

programmes, who are located at a nodal point between these

groupsfof educational workers. Most of the instltutions repre-

sented were actively involved in major UNESCO projects on cgrri-
.

culbm work and therefore their international advisors were also

present.

The seminar was not intended merely as an exchange of ideas

and experiences, nor for the purpose of producing recommenda-

tions, but as a workshop where the part4cipants, in cooperation

with colleagues in similar positions, could consider lines of

action leading to the gradual introduction of the idea of life-
,

long leal:ning Into the educational system. Thus,the programme

Introduced an articulated and comprehensive approach to the

educational process in terms of goals, length, participating

agents, forms of realisation, conditioning factors etc., which

could assist in appraising, reconsidering and reforming school

education.

ri
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The seminar was not an isolated event but formed part of the

ongoing diffusion programme Initiated by UNESCO and supported by

the research work of the Unesco institute for Education. This

diffusion programme aims at the clarification of the meaning of

lifelong education, the identification of the operational impli-

cations of such a cONZEdfriaii-ibr-iiasting educational services

and the develo ment of matprialt whir.14_141-1-1-contrIbu-te-to--14

implementation.

The seminar did not confine itself to plenary sessions sup-

ported by lectures or by a large number of working papers but

concentrated on discussion by small working groups and of indi-

vidual contributions by national participants. The wealth of

experiences shared, ideas generated and actions taken proved of

great value to organisers and participants alike. It soon became

clear that lifelong education was not an exclusive privilege of

developed countries and that relevant initiatives conditioned by

national needs were already implemented in most of the partici-

pating countries, either on a national or more resctricted

scale. It was felt that the basic educati011ia,problems of deve-

loping countries could be better solved through more imaginative

and flexible services, adaptation to local features and, recogni-

tion of educational opportunities and influences already avail-

able and operating outside the school system. It appeared that

important changes in these directions had been attempted in the

past decades, but very often wider perspectives were lacking.

The concept of lifelong education was accented as an integr,ted

approach to isolated problems in terms Of educitional space,

time and mode.

;11; The seminar did not produce any ready made solutions, but

did initiate systematic thinking toward! iang term solutions by

key national agencies in the field of cufticutum. It also con-

8
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tributed towards developing an Informal Communication network

between Institutions from different countries, sharing similar

interests end activities. It is the purpose of this report to

present these and other outcomes of the seminar. It is hoped

-that-the- ideas- expressed and the-suggestions for action 1.nclu-__

ded may interest.educationists In developing countries as well

ere and may also-tont-rfbute-to-e-ftrrther-ofer44-1-cet-i-on

of the Idea of lifelong-education.

The report does not reproduce the chronological sequence of

the contributions and discussions, but has been organised

around three major inter-related topics which formed the back-

bone of the seminar, i.e., the ideas of lifelong education and

its implications for educational practice, the features, func-

tions and content of a basic stage of education in the context

of the lifelong learning process, and the 'strategies to be

adopted. These topics are contained in chapters 2, 3 and 4.

The UIE was privileged to benefit from the generous coope-

ration of Hr.
\

H. Hawes from the University of London Institute

of Education, both during the seminar and-in the preparation

of this report. He combines professional expertise on curricu-

lum matters with a considerable knowledge about the potential

and limitations of the developing world. His report does Jus-

tice to the abstract principles contained in the idea of life-

long education, while recognising the existing problems and

conditions found'in many parts of the world.

Finally, a word of appreciation to the UNESCO Secretariat

in Paris as well as to the German Foundation for International

Development, for their professional, logistic and financial

'
support which made this seminar possible.

M. Dino Carelli

Director, Unesco Institute for Education
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I ABOUT THE SEMINAR

Who Came and Why

This report records a week't meeting of eduOationists from Asia

and Africa held in Hamburg in December 1974 and organised by the

Unesco Institute of Educaelon in cooperation with the Gerthan.

Foundation for International Development and UNESCO to consider

curriculum development in the perspective of lifelong education.

Since 1972 the Institute has been concentrating its efforts

towards trying to clarify the idea of Melon§ education and

analysing its implications for the organisation of schools and

upon the planning and provision of what is taught and learnt

In them. Hence a large number of interrelated activities have

been undertaken. These have included theoretical studies to

clarify the concept of lifelong education and to analyse their

relevance in the light of different aspects of educational

theory; also development projects to design and try out new

approaches in widely different educational contexts. Initially,

development projects have been mounted on evaluation and on the

training of teachers. Two 'series of case studies have also been

planned; one on specific educational practices which are rele-

vant to the idea of lifelong education and another on compre-

hensive reforms Influenced by the Idea. Finally there are pro-

la
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grammes to help in the diffteion of these ideas and to get Ahem

` talked about so that the concepts themselves may gain in clarity

and power as result of refinement and redefinition by more

minds from different educational backgrounds. This seminar forms

yerto-fthe--1-asl-area-of-work-and-fepreseat-s-one-o-f-Ahe moct im-

portant diffusion activities undertaken by the Institute. It is

pei haps zhe f I rst -ttrre-titti-many- of these- ideas -have teerr-exam----

ined critically by such a diverse and experienced group of edu-

cationists from developing countries.

The seminar did not follow the traditional conference pattern.

.Few prepared papers were presented and none formally read. In-

stead a considerable' volume of information was collected by

questionnaire from participants in the months preceding fhe se- .5

minar, about their institutions and about the patterns and poli-

cies of curriculum development in their countries. This was syn-

thesised and provided as background material together with inte-

rim findings of an exploratory study on lifelong education and

school curriculum already undertaken and publ ished 'by the Insti-

tute.
1

Using all this material as a background to their discuss-

ions, it was intended that seminar members should look closely

at the Ideas of lifelong education and at the attempts by the

Institute to refine them, that they should consider their appli-

cation in the perspective of society, schools and their curricu-

la in the countries represented, focusing particularly on-the

basic stage of education and, finally, that they should consider

what practical steps might be taken towards better understanding

and possible preliminary action by the institutions represented

and in the countries concerned.

Parallel to the process of considering and refining the ideas

developed In Paris and Hamburg was the process, equally import-

ant, of sharing the problems, the plans, the policies, the
4
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successes and the difficulties experienced by the countries re-

presented, thus achieving some further progress towards a deeper

and wider understanding of the concept and its application. It

hopedwas further hoped that as a result of follow-up activities both

-after the seminar and as a result of publication of Its report,

even more people would be set talking and thinking both within

cne,co.intries represented -And Opt-S-rdstivemv. The Interest-sr:own-

by participants themselves and the importance accorded by them

to this process of widening the debate is reflected in Chapter

4 of this report.

Seventeen countries were represented in the seminar and, al-
.

though some UNESCO advisers attended to support national dele-

gates, the majority of participants consisted of nationals

whose task it was to shape and interpret policy and who would

remain in the system to follow it through, to reap benefits

or take the consequences. The calibre of participants may well

have indicated the interest and importance which the idea of

lifelong education has generate In practically every case,

heads of Institutions and departments came themselves and ire

quality of discu)sions benefited very greatly.

The responsibility for coordinating curriculum varies from

country to country, consquently the role and work of the dele-

gates and their institutions vane Hely. The majority were

directly concerned with the planni g and development of school

curricula either in curriculum elopMent centres, such as

those in Ghana or Zambia,or in ministry units or divisions res-

ponsible for curriculum policy, as In Indonesia or Afgh.;4stan.

But other interests were represented: heads of University De-

partments of Education, from Kuwait and Malaysia and of an Ecole

Normale from Senegal; the director of a research institute from ,

the Ivory Coast and of a ministry's Research Division in Saudi

12
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Arabia; the Director of the newly created Mauritius Institute of

Education and the Vice-Chancellor of Pakistan's new People's

Open University.

Such GreavDifferences

Certain criteria were applied to selecting countries and insti-

tutions-represented in the seminar. Participants were drawn from

Asia and Africa and especially fr6m countries where UNESCO had

forged particular working links in respect of curriculum plan-

ning and development. All countries represented could also be

described as "developing',' as a result of lack of either financ-

ial and /or human resources,

The term "developing countries", however, has been used

sparingly in this report as it was in all the literature which

was distributed concerning the seminar. This is because it can

so easily lead to two dangerous misconceptions% The first
is

the belief that only dexeloping countries are developing, the

second that r6st problems in developing countries are capable
f

S

between countries represented were highlighted Again and again

and it may be worthwhile to eophasize some of them, since iv in

dicates that while the main principles'of lifelong education may

be generally acceptable to all nations, the way in which these

are interpreted can and must vary dramatically' in practice.

There were difprences'in the scale of economic and huMan re-

sources. Pakistan has a large population and a low GNP, many

children put of school but an adequate'supply,of teachers. Ku-

wait, by'contrast, has a high GNP and could provide schools and

equip them, but she is desperately short of trained manpower.

1 Li
0 -
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There are differences in the corposition and homogeneity of

national societies. Every country in the seminar presented its

own unique patterns and problems. Afghanistan is criss-crossed

with mountains and has majcg difficulties in physical communica-

tion between different areas. Zambia and Cameroon have many

different language groups. Malaysia is the meeting ground foh

three great cultures and their religions. Litale Fiji has three

major racial groups. Saudi Arabia has only one, and one religion

but, by contrast, a potentially divisive social structure ...

and so the list continues.

Closely linked are contrasts of culture. Between nations and

within them there may be a wide difference in the degree to

which social And religious values welcome change or stress the

importance of a life where itraditional norm re observed and

respected; . .

Political systems represent a further variable; Countries

with a committed socialist philosophy may present different

patterns to those where individual enterprise is more highly

prized and rewarded.

Significant, too, is'the degree of urbanization affecting,

as it does, the individual's links with society and his expec-

tations from it as well as the extent to which the varidus so-
.

,cial groups from the family upwards are important in the social

framework. In this reSpect, societies such as Indonesia or hraq

will differ greatly from Ghana or Uganda. "
But nothing varies more greatly than the pattern and pro-

vision of education. Percentages of children in primary schools

vary from 4% of the relevant age group to situations,where,

statistics record over 100%, because children of ,different'ages

are all taking advantages of newly created opportunities at the

same time. Statistics of wastage differ widely, so does the

.1 4
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extent and standard to which teachers are trained. Structures

vary too. In some countries, all education services ere con-

trolled by one ministry. In others, like Kenya, boards have

been set up to coordinate different interests. Ersewhere,as

in Algeria, new departments and institutions aee being'ireated

to meet the challenges of alternative provision and patterns.

Yet in many nations the system of control remains diverse and

uncoordinated.

Such differences between societies and the kind.of educleion

they provide assume particular signi.ficatiCc when we look at

them in the wider context of education for Living, (or once

education becomes More closely linked with the life and the ex-

pectation of the community, to nat/enal and social lialues, to

the solution of immediate problems within the resources avail-

able, then the expectatlon that common curricula brcommonyat-'

terns-of education are applicable to common problems in "de-

veloping countries" becomes even more unjustifiable than it has

been in the past.

COmmon Problems

Yet common problems do exist, ror the education crisis is wofld-

wide and certain of these assume particular significance in new

nations facing, at the same time, tasks of political and econo-

mic development. Countries represented in tbe seminar shared

such problems and also shared doubts as to wb ther traditional

patterns of education provided the most effec ive means of

dealing with them. Thus members of the semina accepted the

opportunity to take yet anothe'r look at these problems, this

time from a new educational perspective, in t e hdpe that they

might thus seem Just a little more capable of solution.

r



Naturally any identification of such areas of concern is

bound to be somewhat arbitrary but the following could certain-

ly be included:

One set of problems relates to the achievement of a great-

er,measure of social and political unity within society

and, consequently, of finding means to break down barri-

ers and increase opportunities for individuals or groups

to benefit from social and educational opporturtitles

which may be available to them. As already mentioned, the

strength and importance of these, bLriers varies between

societies and within them. There a're barriers between

groups and classes within societies as a result of birth,

occupation, language, race and religion. There are barri-

ers between generations, between townsmen and countrymen,

between the schooled and the unschooled, between those

wild can read and those who cannot. Too frequently current

education creItes and reinforces divisions, breeding ar-

rogance. Possibly a new perspective might help to reverse

I

the process.

2) Then there is the problem of reconciling "quality" with

the demands of educational' expansion. Quantitative tar-

gets have.; been set and policies announced in.UNESCO con-

ferences in Karachi,2 in Addis Ababa3 and subsequently

reaffirired or amended. Several countries represented in

the seminar, such as Kenya, Malaysia and Cameroon, have

recently'launched programmes of universal primary educa-

tion. Others have set'high targets to increase percent-

age enrolments at the first level. Elsewhere, where uni-

versal primar'y education is already a reality, policies

have been announced for expansion of post-primary educa-

tion. But all this expansion is to be set against a back-
.

z
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ground of rising population, rising costs and shortages of

trained manpower. The situation is further complicated by

serious differences of opinion on what is meant by "quali-

ty". To accept it as meaning scholastic achievement as

Judged by the existing education system is clearly unac-

ceptable, for skill in the acquisition, ordering and the

re-capitulation of encyclopaedic knowledge has limited

value in a fast changing world. Nor is the criterion of

promoting economic efficiency in itself sufficient, for

increasingly 4e realise that the individual must acquire a

degree of stability and self-sufficiency to be'able to

survive the mounting pressure upon him, that both instru-

mental and intrinsic aspects of education must be identi-

fied in the context of a world wnere the values of mate-

rialism are increasingly being questioned.
4

Could a new perspective help nations to find their way

towards providing better education for more people within

current resources? Could it help them towards a more sa-

tisfactory definition of quality than that currently ac-

cepted by schools, politicians and parents?

3) Closely linked to the last issue are the twin problems'of

how to make education more efficient and how to make it

more relevant..The problem of efficiency, has a number of

aspects. One major concern is that of "wastage" in educa-

tion. The conventional terminology used here is signifi-

cant for it Implies that those who have "dropped out" of

the educational system before completing a stage (and in

some of the countries represented well over half of the

children at primary level do Just that) have "wasted"

their time. Would a new perspective on education help to

ensure that fewer learners failed to reach the desired
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end and that those who "dropped out" were not "wasted"?

Other aspects of-efficiency relate to the best use of

teachers and other human resources, of buildings and in-
--

structional materials as well as to the proper organise-

tion of time. Nobody questions the-need to reduce the

quite exceptional inefficiency which inherited systems

exhibit but in mcny cases we still have to decide what

criteria we should apply to measure increase in effi-

ciency.

4) We agree, for instance, that our curricula should be
. -

o

/ /made more "relevant" but this term requires definition,

for what is relevant in the context of society as it is

now, may later turn out to be irrelevant to the insis-

tent-demands-of-change, Thus we-have to seek some form

of balance between the needs of the "now" we know and

the future we can only imperfectly predict together

with a flexibility to be able to face Changes which we

cannot yet foresee. At worst our current educational

systems are irrelevant both to the "now" and to the

future. At best they°are imperfectly adapted to the

demands of change. Would a new viewpoint help to clari-

fy the, criteria by which we may Judge such relevance

and efficiency?

5) But more concern about problems is not enough, nor is

the drafting of plans and policies to alleviate them,

for these plans' have to be transformed Into reality by

systems working under pressures from political policies

and demands for expansion in the face of economic and

human limitations. In these circumstances when to-

morrow's decisions always have to be made today and

tomorrow's crises averted the night before, there Is
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often little opportunity to think of radical alternatives

for the future. It is as if a vast and overloaded machine

had continually to be kept running with never a chance to

change gear. At the same time those who wish r achieve

change must do so in the face of conservatisrefrompar-

ents, employers and, possibly most of all from the teach-

ing profession itself. Koreovee communication between the

various agents in the educational process is often weak,

so new ideas spread fitfully and unevenly.

Traditional means of effecting changes are often un-

able to meet these challenges because they usually in-

volve replacing one,"package" with another. Or if change

is attempted, the gap between plans and practice may turn

,out to be very alarming. Many current curriculum changes

exist largely on paper and in many instances, what is

hopefully heralded as widespread innovation in reports,

exists only in a very small corner of educational systems.

It may be, therefore, that a new and more flexible per-

spective of education, placing emphasis on the individu-

al's capacity to respond rather than the government's

duty to-provide, might prove a useful way of narrowing

the gaps between plans and reality. Similarly attention

may need to be focused on ascertaining suitable "entry

points" from which Innovation ma prooeed gradually.

Other great problems faced by natio represented in the

seminar included high levels or adultqliteracy and marked

l

differences between the educational-le el of women and girls

and that of male members of the society; while behind these

educational problems, and Orfing them, lay the need for

7/
education systems to respo d to the great Issues which affect

x
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the very future of mankind: food supply, population control,

the conservation of world
resources and the need for peace and

cooperation to achieve all these. Against these Stormy clouds

many details of the current educational landscape look particu-

larly bizarre and the need to take a fresh look at what, we do

in the light of new values
becomes not.merely a matter of im-

portance but a matter of survival.

This determination to look again at old problems was charac-

teristic of the whole conference
and there was a further resit-

,

zation that in respect of the contribution education might

make towards their
solUtion, countries with a shover history`

of formal schooling and less rigidly established traditions

,might be able to innovate more
easily than those whose systems

were more firmly entrenched. iut the process still proved a

,cult and sometimes a
painful one. On the one hand Wpre-

sented se e:members with the task of trying to think later-

ally, of freeing
theaiietye,s4rom the conceptual prisons in

which conventional ideas
andiCYrrenZITriMinotqta had locked

them. On the other, because they were all working portcy

makers, and because they could not
afford the luxury of acade-

mic speculation on
futures, they had to think continually In

terms of what could be done now with present
resources and In

the present climate of educational opinion.

The fact that neither the conference nor this report has

come up with a master plan to reorganise edcuation or save
man-

kind is not, therefore,
surprising. What may have been achieved

was that some forty mature and sensible people from all round

the world took time to sit down and look at their systems and

their problems in the light-of a new idea. As a result of put-

ting their heads together,
they decided that the idea was valu-

able to them as a viewpoint and as an organising principle;

41i



that they would look at it further,
and that, as a result of

this reappraisil, some changes in direction might take plfice.

Indeed many changes had taken
place and deserved to become more

widely known. As a result of these discussions,
knowledge and '

experience was shared and the Institute in Hamburg gained fur -

Cher insights into the meaning Of
lifelong education and its

implications for curriculum Wid curriculum develoOmeAt.
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2 LIFELONG EDUCATION MEANING AND IMPLICATIONS

A New Idea?

The report Learning to Be published in 1972 states, "We propose

lifelong education as a master concept in the years to come for

both developed and developing countries." Applications of the

idea would differ greatly but "the question of lifelong educa-

tion, the decisions to take and the paths to follow in order to

achieve it, are the crucial Issues In our time, in all coun-

tries of the world, even in those which have yet to become ful-

ly aware of this Idea".
1

Yet it may be argued that although the name may be new, indi-

viduals and the societies in which they 11Ve have long been

aware of the idea. Everyone has always had torgo on learning, if

only to survive. Most of the great religious doctrines have en-

joined individuals to seek enlightenment and every community

gives greater or lesser opportunities for them to do so.

In countries In Asia and Afria, moreover, very strong tradi-

tions of lifelong learning are inherent In the structure of

societies and many forms of education eXlit which provide oppor-

tunities for different groups to learn more at vifibus stages In

their lives.

Where the extended family Is a major force In society as it
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is, for instance, in Kenya, the older members provide instruc-

tion, the closeness and support of the family enabling individu-

als in it to learn from one another.
2 Age groups, possibly ori-

ginally shai.ers in some common initiation or coming of age cere-

mony, remain linked throughout life. Festivals and family reun-

ions continue to be a time for sharing information and expe-

rience.

In most Asian and African countries, the force of religion

is very strong and, quite apart from places of worship, places

of study also exist which are open to young and old alike as in

the pondok system in Malaysia where learners of all ages meet

to Study the Koran and its application to their lives. in other

nations, the force of political ideology serves as another

powerful instrument to educate children and communities,-

Another agent for education
1;.'the-apprenticeship system in

its many forms, In the family and outside it"7-'5ons_and4augh-

terslearn from their'parents in the home, in the field, in the

craftsman's
'Shop.3 Outside the home all over Africa and Asia

apprenticeship systems exist. Larger firms and enterprises pro-

vide formal instruction to those who Join them, but every way-
.

side motor mechanic or dressmaker or wireless repairer trains

assistants and helps them to adapt the craft as new problems

are brought to be solved, as new fashions and new models come

onto the market.

In another sense, too, people are being continually educated.

Information defivery systems exist in all countries, both by

word of mouth and through newspapers
and the mass media. Even

in tountrles where literacy rates are low, the advent of tran-

sistor radios has brought
information and ideas within reach of

all but the very poorest.
Mauritius has one transistor radio

for every eight people, Iraq one for every six.
4
Television,

2 a
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too, is making its impact and this is not merely confined to

newly affluent states, such Is Kuwait, 5 for it may also be used

consciously as a vehicle for national education as in the ivory.

Coast.

Nor must efforts by goVernmehts and those of industry, chur-

ches and other agencies to prove adult education be over-

looked. These Include literacy campaigns and a-wide variety of

other education, training and extension opportunities offered

by a very diverse range of agencies for an even wider range of

consumers. Table 1,Categorises services provided in Zambia, in

addition to formal,schooling for children and youth, and indi-

cates something of the range of alternative.patterns available

in Just one nation. A similar scale of activities might be

found in most participating countries.

The School's, Role

It would not be true to claim that the school did not play an

important part in preparing individuals for the changes they

encountered in life after their formal education ended. Cdlonl-

al education, whose heritage is still very strong in school

systems in Asia and Africa, took the development of certain .

skills and attitudes very seriously. Skills of literacy, clear

expression and logical argument; attitudes of servicd, of loy-

alty, of integrity and of self-discipline were all,engendered,

.in the best schools and all stood leavers in good stead in the

stable, stratified society and the bureaucratic administrative

system for which they were intended.
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Table 1
Alternative Forms of Adult
Education - Zambia

1. Ministry of Rural Development:

a) .Department of Agriculture

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Female extension pronammes
Young Farmers Clubs
Farm extension work, .

Farm forums

b) Department of Community Development

(i) Home economics courses and
advisory services

(ii) Community development programmes
(id) Literacy programmes

c) Department of.Coopenrtives

(i) Cooperative education
(ii) Credit Unions

d) National Farming Information Services

(i) 'Radio programmes
(ii) Magazine publication'

e) Supporting Organisations

(i) Assiaciation of Literacy Clubs
(ii) Annual shows
(iii) Home Economics Association

.

2. Ministry of Labolir and Social
Services

a) Labour Department

Workers' education

b) Social Welfare Department

'Youth matters

c) Directorate of Sport

Sports and physical training ,

d) Workers' Compensation Board

Safety education in industry

-3. Ministry of National Guidance .

and Planning

a) Department of National Guidance

1i) Political education
(ii) Leadership education

4. Ministry of Education and Culture

a) Adult Education Section

(i) Primary and secondary education
(ii) Vocational classes

b)Department of Technical Education
. and Vocational Training

'1i) Vocational classes
1ii) Management training
(iii) Recreational courses

c) Department of Culture

Literature, art and traditional
dance promotion

d) Supporting Institutions

(i) Museums
(ii) Educational Broadcasting and

Television Unit
(iii) Correspondence Course Unit
(iv) Zambia Library Service

4) r.
,r... t )

.

.e.



5. Office of the President
(Personnel Division)

a) Directorate of Civil Service Training

Management courses
Supervisory courses
Humanism courses
Communications and human
relations. courses
Special English courses
Leadership courses for councillors
Te and learning techniques
for ults
Out and Bound training

6. Ministry of Home Affairs
a) Prison Department

(I) Academic courses foltrisoners and
warders

(ii) Vocational courses for prisoners

b) Commission for; Refugees

Courses for refugees

7. Ministry of Defence
a) Zambia Jitrmr;

Academic courses for soldiers

b) National Service

Couries in youth camps

8. Ministry of Trade and Industry
Metrication campaigns

9. Ministry of Lands and National
Resources,,

Conservation and environmental
education

t)

10. Ministry of Health: Health
Education Unit

Health education in health centres,
on radio, etc.

11. National Road Safety
Council of Zambia

(i) Road use and safety programmes
(ii) 'Control of driving schools

National Food and Nutrition
ComMission

12.

Nutrition and health education
in vahous forms

13. Zambia Trade Union Congress
Workers' education

14. Commercial Schools

(i) Typing and secTetarial courses
(ii) Correspondence instruction

Mining Companies
Academic classes
Recreational courses
Home economics extension Work
Managemeqt courses
Technicakand commercical courses
Health education
Safety education
Community development

Ctlurches

Academic education for adults
Thrift and cooperative education
Health education
Home economics and training
Agricultural education
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New Perspectives

If these elements were present in countries before the term

"lifelong education" passed Into currency, to what extent-has _i_t_.

added anything to educational
thought or action? What was miss-

ing from the old pictureZeOne
possible answer may be that the

----actMiles described were conceived piecemeal as a response to

particular needs and nbt as part of any perceived educational

philosophy. They were not linked consciously with value judge-
,

ments about the quality of lifer nor were they conceived as

---,part of policy of governments or_demand from ociety that

.
education should be made available throughout the lifetimes of

citizens. Little or no organisation is evident in the:planning

and provision.of the various activities mentioned. Moreover'

y unresolved
contradictions and tensions exist between.the

different life styles and life perspectives they look towards:

the static or the dynamic, the
"traditional" or the "mosiern". ,

Furthermore, life perspectives on education, hitherto quite

strong in the close-knit communities of societies such as Fiji
-

or Uganda, have progressively grown weaker, for during the

twentieth century education has become increasingly identified,..

with formal schooling - and with formal schooling of a partic-

ular type. This is reflected in current usage and even offi-

cialoreports.6 Thus we talk of a child "finishfng his educa-

tion", of gaernments "providing" so many years of education

for citizens. We make a false, dichotomy between education and

training as if one began where the other left off. .in our minds

. and in the thinking of governments, educat has become time

41bowie!, age, stage, place and form bound. 1 as provided for

children, for a'certain fixed period of their lives in R, marY,

tsecondary and tertiary stages
clearly'delimited in terms Y,the

1,,I,

r 'I
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age of the child. it was provided in
institutions'and only in

these institutions, by professional teachers and only by them.
. 'Certain forms of instruction were appropriate and certain forms

were not. That i most of us meant and still mesh by edu-

'Cation.
. .

These concepts rest, as Parkyn7 has pointed out, on a number
of untenable assumptions: that

childhoodis uniquely the time

for education, that children should be taught the things they
need to kniow as adults, on the primacy of schooling in the edu-
cational process, and the IsolitIon of Learning from the lmme-

-dlate context of action. The idea of qducation has become over

laid with all sorts of` "cans" and
"cant's", "do's" and "dont!s"

. - what Torsteri Husiin 8 refers to as "pedagogic folklore". It has
become increasingly identified

with materialistic ends. Indeed,

the true idea of education has become imprisoned in a way'that
. has never been In the past and should never be allowed to re-
'

.,main in the future. As one seminar member put it, "we must libe-
l;

:Iriste education so that education can liberite us".

At, the same time the context in which education is taking

lace'Sas changed out of all recognition. No nation today can
look tow a "future dominated by bovine bureaucracy or place
sits faith 1 school system which exists to produce "guardians"
entrusted w h the wellbeing of the rest of the community. Hence
the role school as it was originally conceived in colonial

societies becomes increasingiy inappropriate.

Thinking Again

The need to re- examine the role of education rn society became
'

very apparent in the 1950s and 1960s and the pressUres to do so

2tS
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were very ,great. The details of the educational crisis, the

knowledge explosion, the growing. gap between what s;hool taught

and the needs of the world outside, have been-ably escribed

elsewhere and need not be repeated here.9 All over he world,

changing political, social and economic patterns gi weight to

the need for reappraisal: In new nations facing the reat prob-

lems of building new economies and new societies, th re has

been a growing awareness, often not adequately share by those

who offer them aid, that borrowed systems and borrow d curricula

are not applicable for their particular problems. To ether with

an appreciation of the need for change has come the ealization

that new knowledge about learners and their relation hip with

society and of new technology which may be applied education

may provide vs with means for change which did not, xist before

in particular the advent of the transistor radio, of satellites

to relay television signals and of simpler and more flexible

techniques of printing and materials production have opened up

new possibilities for educational expansion, More important

and.more subtle has been the widening in our Understanding of

what human beings are capable of, the discrediting of restric-

tive theories about the nature and growth of intelligence and

a re-emphasis on the importance of human values rather than

merrily economic productivity as guiding principles for educa-

tion. Above all there is to be discerned a most welcome humi-

lity among those who plan for the future - a realization that

the processes are much more complex, much more uneven and much

more human than many had cared to admit.10

Responses to theseawakenings have been uneven and sometimes

unsatisfactory. Old curricula have been traded in for new, but

often new approaches have dealt narrowly with particular levels

or particular subjects, paying little regard to their Integra-
.
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tion or interrelation. Systems of mass media have been set up

with little consideration for the message they should convey.

Critics have arisen ready and willing to question the whole ba-

sis of our school sytems but apparently unable to offer viable

and applicable alternatives. Above all, there has remained a

tendency to look at this or that kind of education rather than

at education as a whole. In our passion for labelling we have

coined terms: "formal", "non-formal", "informal" education;

"pre-service" and "in-service" education, for we seem deter-

mined to look at each of our categories separately.

Looking at Wholes

It was the need to look at education in a wider perspective

which particularly concerned international bodies at the end of

the 1960s and which led in the early 1970s to the appointment

of an International Commission on the Development of Frit:ration

by the sixteenth general conference of UNESCO, to the publica-

tion of its report Learning to Be in 1972, to the development

and the refinement of the idea of recurrent education
11

by the

OECD and to the supporting research and development by various

agencies including the Unesco institute for-Education.

There were two major results of these activities; the first,

a far greater emphasis on the whoie idea of lifelong education

viewed as an organising principle for educational development,

the, second a much more conscious attempt to examine the concept

and to try to find out what was implied by it.

In'the initial siege of dissemination, following the publica-

tion of thy. Cemmision's report, the ideas and the recommenda-

tions it contained were discussed by governments and bfeduca-

tionists all over the world. Different degrees of interest, com-

30 4
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mitment and involvement were shown, but in some countries the

reaction was swift and dramatic, lifelong education being ac-

cepted as an organising principle to shape educational policies.

Of'the countries represented in the seminar, Algeria and Indo-

nesia have both made such e commitment and in many other nations

such as Peru and Tanzania, government policies are closely in

tune with the concept. Naturally there is some distance to tra-

vel between commitment to the idea and its traiisfortration into

educational policy and practice but in many cases school systems

and school curricula are already beginning to change as a result

of such new perspectkes in government policy.

The refinement of the idea of lifelong education has involved,

and still involves, much thinking by many people. Such a wide

and.important concept is bound to be slippery. It can be used

with such imprecision as to be no more than yet another educa-

tional/platitude and the task, therefore, of those at present

attempting to clarify the idea is to provide\a set of under -

standings which is at the same time wide enough and rigorous

enough to serve as an organising principle to guide educational

policy and practice.

To this end an understanding of the goals of lifelong educa-

tion is important. These include the ideas of "learning to be"

and the "learning society". Learning to be incorporates the

goals of learning to think, of becoming a productive citizen,

of learning to act and react as a full member of society, but

it comprises something greater and deeper than these. For

"learning to be" involves a process of self-discovery and the

achievement of an awareness of our capabilities as well as our

shortcomings.

Because life itself is a continual process of learning,

adapting and discovering ignorance, so the process of "Learning

3 i
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to be" must also be a dynamic process. We learn more about our-

selves and our world and so continually reveal to ourselves

mare things we Just don't know.-The learning society in which

learners participate is also dynamic for it is continually be-

ing transformed by the learners who comprise it. It does not

have a finite bank of knowledge to pass on., it is a society

whose stock of knowledge is continually expanding, being eva-

luated and updated, where the process of learning is as impor-

tant as its product. An essential attribute, therefore, of an

individual in a learning society is the quality of educability,

the desire and the means to-learn-end-to-go-on-learning.

As part of an initial study by the Unesco Institute for Edu-

cation, twenty concept characteristics have been identified and

these are listed in Appendix At Several of the key concepts

were discussed by the seminar in the light of Conditions in

the countries represented. They included (1) the goals of life-

long education; (2) the pre-conditions for lifelong education

to take place; (3) the concept of integration implied by the

idea; (4) the principle of flexIbility;,(5) the implications

--for learning st.yies and (6) the value of, ifelong education as

a master concept and as an organising principle. The sections

which follow represent Only a few first thoughts concerning the

concepts and their implications but already they show clearly

how these ideas gain new dimensions in the light of such dis-

cussions.

The Goals of Lifelong Education

The idea that individuals can go on learning, may choose their

own paths to learning, must continually seek to gain a little
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more enlightenment and must do all this within a "learning so- ti

ciety" which they support and which supports them - is an idea

of great power but one which may htve a different kind of rele-

vance in different Cultures.

It can also be mis-used. Many societies are conservative.

Traditions of deference to authority, observance of form and

ritual are strong. These may have been transferred into the

process of government and used consciously to enforce the dis-

cipline needed for nation building. In this context "learning

to be" c'an easily be transformed into "learning to be like I

tell you" and the "learning society" may be interpreted at be-

e ing passive rather than active. Thus in the hands of those who

are prepwredi,to exploit it lifelong education May be trans-

formed into `lifelong indoctrination.

"Learningtp be", moreover, as it is sometimes interpreted,

stmoises:ffiA important= of the irYdividual's decisions and ac-

tions, lauding personal initiative and amibitiOn provided they

are not anti' - social. But in some dbuntries in Asia and Africa

group decisions and group actions may be more in tune with tra-

ditional patterns of society or modern political philosphy in

action such as the Ujamaavillage of Tanzania or the Chinese

commune. Moreover, cultural values may not extol ambition and

the will to innovate in the same way as those in Western coun-

tries whose context of thought derives from the Greeks, and

where values have been moulded by the demands of a coctitive

industrial, society.

One further issue is relevant. The learning society may find

tt easier to operate when its values are sharcd by the majority

of its members. Yet, as already indicated, many nations all over

the world, including not a few represented in the seminar, are

intensely pluralistic. This presents a dilemma. On the one hand

3 ti
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there is a danger that in order to reach a consensus within such

a society a distinctive set of values may be so diluted as to

lack any reati power of good. Alternatively where one set of val-

ues is strongly maintained there Is a possibility that education

may be used by one group in society to "enslave" others.

None of these. issues Invalidate the principles of "learning

to be" or of the "learning society". Education in developing

countries must liberate, must help people discover themselves,

must set thought on, the move, for the dangers of fossilisation

of edUcational practices and institutions is very great; but It

must do so differently within the contexts of the different cul-,

tures It serves, recognising the dangers of indoctrination,

' safeguarding the rights of minorities or positively discriminat-

ipg in their favour and recognising that there are acceptable

alternatives to individualism.

Prerequisites for Lifelong Education
I

These may be defined as opportunity, motivation and educability,

a degree of effort being essential to both motivatiorY and educa-

bility.

Opportunity will be differently Interpreted and differently

available. Its interpretation will depend on philosophies of

life which may vary greatly between societies. But it must never-

theless remain an aim for every society to achieve as much demo--

craticsation as possible; to offer'Increasingly greater opportu-

nities for members to go on iearning and to help ensure .that

such opportunities are shared more equally than they may have

been in the past. Yet to some degree human and. economic re-

sources within countries must necessarily determine the extent
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to which opportunity is available. Chances to profit from life-

- long education must necessarily be very different for the town

dweller in Djakarta and for the peasant in Afghanistan.

Moreover, societies can hardly do more than offer opportuni

ties of lifelong education to those prepared to tattr-themrah/J------

it is certain that in many cases the effort required to take

advantage of these in a developing country is far greater than

it would be In a high income indgstrialised society. (It re-

'quires more effort, to use a simplistic example,, to make one's

way to a communal television than to watch programmes in one's

own living room.) The question of motivation is thus very cri-

tical, and motivation is likely to vary quite drastically be-

tween those who passionately want to find "room at the top" -

and who are supported by their families and communities in

this resolve, and those w cultural patterns do not partic-

ularly favour self-improve or whose experjence has made

them very wary of what is being offered them by governments

or by other groups in society more powerful and Influential

than themselves. A real danger therefore exists that a combi-

nation of the factors of opportunity and motivation may lead

to widening rather than narrowing gaps in society, for those

who have opportunities may very well be also those who are mo-

tivated to seek more. We need, thetrefore, to ask ourselves how

the poorly motivated can be helped and how new patterns of

education cantle, dvised to avoid the widening of such gaps
4

In society. in,thlirespect, the
motivation of the "haves" In

society to improve the conditions of the "have nots" becomes

Important. Some countries may be said to have in "elite of

leisure" who MmehoWor other have made it to the' top and are

,concerned with staying there with, the minimum of effort and

an "elite of labour" whose preoccupation is to improve the
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conditions of.the community where they are the leaders, The

latter are socially motivated and can help to motivate others.

issuel arising from opportunity and motivation are linked

with aspect of educability.12 Clearly the idea of educability,

embracing as it does the receptiveness, the open- mindedness and

the health of mind and body to accept new ideas as well as a

complex of skill's and attitudes to learning such as oracy, ob-

servation, manipulative skills or the ability to learn from

others, extends far further than mere numeracy and literacy.

But the latter remains of considerable importpnce since litera-

cy provides a key to flexible learning and the ability to pro-

fit from self-instruction. Thus, yet another potential divisive

rorce may be recognised, for there is a real possibility that

.nose who possess certain skills will be able to 'adapt and pro-

gress ear quicker than others, Hence a real danger exists of

learners abandoning and being abandoned by the educational sys-

teM because they do not possess the necessary tools to profit

from the opportunities being made available to them,

Yet the most essential factor about educability is that it

is culture-based and the study of how and why people of differ-

ent cultures learn and the reasons why they erect barriers to

Jearning is therefore of crucial importance. So far our evi-

dence on these matters is woefully inadequate. -

The Concept of Integration

Lifelong education implies two types of integration. It implies

horizontal integration, that is a bringing together of all the

various types of education being provided within the society,

in school and out of it, so that they can support each other;

3 t)
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and it.also implies vertical integration, that is the articular

motion of var.imo ,types,of education made available to individu-

als throughouttheirlifetime. There needs to be integration of

aims so.that all educational effort, .is complementary and also

integration of means to maximise resources, and to avoid costly

and bewildering overlapping of effort.

We must recognise, however,'that no discussion of integra-

tion can profitably take place without parallel consWeration

of the purpose and quality of the educational experiences we

are trying to promote. The mere provision of integrated oppor-

tunities for certain forms of training can prove' to be a tool

for effective systematic conditioning and not primarily a

means to, promote lifelong education.

The task of achievin satisfactory horizontal and vertical'-

integration is a dauntin one, but no less Imperative-for that,

for the current lack of i not only wastes resources and pro-

motes inefficiency but also erects artificial barriers within

:ociety. In this respect the isolation of the school from what

goes on around it, from what has happened before and what will

take place afterwards is particularly regrettable. Indeed the

very length of time a child spends in formal school, can cut

him off from his community. In the light of this concept of

integration, current attempts to delimit areas of formil, non-

formal and informal education would seem inappropriate. Rather

education can be viewed as consisting 6f opportunities from

the most formal to the least formal depending on a number of

variables s'uch as how far it is planned, who provides it, where

it Is provided and the kind of reward system it offers.

The task of achieving integration involves both promoting ii

diaiogue between all those various agencies involved in setting

goals and providing educational opportunities, and devjsing po-

3 7



licy machinery to transform the results of such dialogues Into

action. Government4structures such of those of Indonesia where

all public education *s under a single ministry clearly pro-

mote integration; but even in countries where different agen-

cies are responsible for school and out-of-school education,

for child and f'or adult education, much can be achieved to

coordinate policies and activities.

Two aspects relating to this task need to be considered. The

first is that any dialogue set in motion should consider priori-

ties In relation to different forms of education, in other

words what aspects of education might best be advanced by what

means and at what stage. Thus it might be agreed that while

basic knowledge and skills were easiest taught in school, mass

media, on-the-job training, or the family might prove more ef-

fective instruments to further other educational goals. The

second issue Is thavi knowledge oe understanding of those

agencies which Oovide education is an essential prerequisite

to integrating their efforts. Thls understanding is frequently

lacking, an,' there is, here, a profitable field for research,

survey, and the interchange of information between agencies.

In this regard it is imp:Sr-tent too, to characterise, compare

and contrast the different goals and approaches of different

forms of education. To a degree it is valuable for these to

complement each other, but when there Is too great a diver-

gence, when, for instance, home and school expect very differ-._

ant ways of thought and behaviour from the learner, then prob-

lems arise, stresses and tensions are built up In the society.

But the possibility of achieving integratibn rests, as

does all change, on the willingness of human beings to accept

it. Articulation of educational efforts &lei not necessitly

imply more central control but it does ificiolve more iharin§
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of information and a greater degree of mutual understanding.

Lack of such understanding,
distrust, or unwillingness,to give

up a little authority on the part of a few can effectively ip-

hiblt change.

It is equally important that
the users of educational ser- -

vices should themselves be
consulted especially since very fre-

quently the integration of
different forms of education cannot

be achieved without changes in the nature and structure of the

institutions which provide it. Unless such modifications are

explained and discussed; they may be vehemently distrusted by

communities convinced (often on the basis of bitter experience)

that they are beirt, sold short.

Flexibility and Diversity

Another" spect of the concept of
lifelong education is that of

flexibility in the content of what is learnt, in the process

of teaching and learning, in the tools used and in the time

taken.

For, if the centre of the process
is the individual and the

individual's relationship to the "learning society", there must,

logically, be many paths to learning which must be recognised

as suitable and
appropriate not because they have always been

used or because everyone uses
them but rather in respect of how

-far they lead the individual
effectively to where he wants to

go.

But these alternative paths are strewn With obstacles, dif-

ferent values accorded to
different contents and styles of

learning, the primacy accorded to
school education, the equa-

tion of time spent and ground covered with standards reached,

3
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the, inflexibility of
administrative processes, the rigidity and

centralisation of the examination system.'WhMe many of these
factors may be dismissed

as the effects of outmoded
tradition's,

Jor as pedagogic folklore, there are also
political,reasons for

such inflexibility. It may 'seem important for
governments en-

gaged in reconciling
various conflicting interests within a

country to be seen to be
providing educatiop of thesare lafgtk

and.form and leading to the same terminal
assessment for all

learners at a particular
level. Such factors andpthers which/render contents and processes of existing educational systems

resistent to the flexibility
required by theyerspective of

lifelong education need to be Identified before means are
sought to overcome them.

Flexibility, can be achieved through the use of new media,
the loosening up of examination 'regulations, the provision of
alternative structurestof school and 'teacher preparat4lon, and

replacement of rigid prdgrammes
of "ground to becovered"

with a pattern of units of work leading
to the-achievement of

certain desired goals.
Examples of the use of television for

children and adults in' the, Ivory Coas of the provision of
unstreamed schools in Saudi Arabla, of shorter alternatives

Al, A°to.,primary school courses for older c ildren In Iraq otil'al-N
ternativd programmes of basic educat on in Brazil, of examr-
natiorrrefdigin Tanzania all proiituthat

these goals are pos-:''
4rsable to achieve. But

progress towards achieving them is slow*"
involving a process of

educating parpnts, who; in the Ivory
Coast reacted violently against widespread use of television
in primary schools on the grounds that the

regular teachers
*ere not "teaching".

Politicians, moreover, not )nrreqUently
condemn alternatives because their constituents complaim.
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New goals, new structures, new paths to learning throw into re-

lief the insufficiency of many commonly adopted learning styles

for the needs of lifelong education. Currently group guided

learning, se.pn most frequently as teacher controlled classroom

instruction, accounts for the vast majority of learning time

and learning effort.

Manyalternative styles are desirable and possible. These in-
-...,

'-clude.inter-learning in groups and through less formal contacts

with other learners, individual leffning where a learner follows

a path at his own speed (i.e. in reading or working throulln a

programme) and self-directed learning where a learner chooses

his own path, selecting, possibly, from a number of styles. The

adoption of such new styles depends on.the age of the learner,

.on his own personality, on his motivation and on the subject

learnt.

New approaches clearly involve new skills for the learner

and new methods. of assessment. In many countries in Asia and

Africa education systems may have been particularly slow In

developing skills appropriate to individual and self - directed]

learning. This may be partly the result of approaches handed

down from colonial systems of education and may also derive

from traditional patterns,of authority and education where

group guided learning traditions were very strong.
13

Moreover

lack of money and educational materials have always, contrived

to make thp task of those ssItihg to serve the needs of the

Individual or group far more difficult.

8
Yet already examples can be seen of new learning styles in

action. Programded material proves slow to become adopted be-

cause of cost, but correspondence materials, particularly in

CSC
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respect of the in-service training of teachers 14
continue to be

developed and refined and demands for multi-media material'

which learners can follow at their own speed are beginning

be institutions such as Pakistan's People's Open Unive

stty and the Ma s College of the Air. Other patterns are

emerging, some using radio u port material and monitors

or even co- learners to help discuss pro . uide discussion

or correct written work. One such example is provide io

Santa Maria in the Dominican Republic where learners are thus

enabled to follow an alternative path to the conventional pri-

mary school, starting at any age and in their own homes.

Lifelong Education as a Master,Concept

From the analysis made so far the fully meaning of,lifelong edu-

cation as a meter concept becomes apparent. It embodies the

whole range of education to which man beings may be exposed.

Thus the different forms we curre ly label as "school edu-

cation", "concurrent and recurrent education", "adult educa-

tion", "continuing education" and "functional education" are

all comprised. It also provides overall principles against

which the efficiency and the value of these acti*ities can be

Judged. It provides a rationale for selection between alter-

natives and criteria for action. it can provide a means of re-

lating different aspects of education and of setting priori-

ties both with regard Ao what is valuable and what is not, and

also in respect of what means are most appropriate for what

purpose.

The important question remains as to how relevant the concept

is to countries in the stages pf development of those represent-
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ed in the seminar. Looked at in terms of a new system of edu-

cation to replace what has gone before, it is easy to view

these ideas as desirable but utopian. To move rapidly from a

' state where 80% of citizens were illiterate and where not all

children receive basic education to a "learning society" where

every individual has a chance to improve his chin education may

be beyond the bounds of immediate possibility.

Looked at, however, as a direction of change the principles

become more capable of realisation. If we think in terms,of be-

coming more aware of the goals, offering more facilities for

Integration, a greater measure of flexibility, and more diver-

sification of learning styles, then progress 4owards these aims

can be achieved. There are financial implications in the set-

---A-14g up of new programmes, in new dimensions of traiding and

the design and production of
new materials, and_also in the re-

education of the community so that it may accept new patterns;

but once we think of the idea
of lifelong-education as a --ricad-

down which we may travtl at different
speeds according to ou'r

capabilities to Overcome the obstacles in our paths then some

progress can always be achieved and measured. As one group. in

0.- the seminar reported, "lifelong educItion is sufficiently flex-

ibie'and diverse to be adaptable to any country".

But looked at in terms of a perspective there appears to be

little question that the ideas are of value. There are still

limitations in our understanding of the full implications of

these concepts. One of the overtones surrounding them relat-

ing to interpretations of quality and to premium placed on in-

dividualism may be subject to re-interpretation in some socie-

ties. But the Idea remains one of great power both for assess-

ing the relevance of present programmes
and'structures and of

providing guidelines foi future thinking and action.

43

v.
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NOTES

1. E. Faure et al., Learning to Be.cne World of Education

Today and Tomorrow. Paris: UNESCO, 1972, pp..182.

2. As describred, for instance, in Kenyatta's Facing Mount

,Kenya:

In a European's lifelhe school is usually the first
big influence which takes him away from his'parents
and. brings him as an individual into a separate re-
lationship with the State, but Kikuyu boys and girls
do not have to make this break. They naturally learn
their tribal traditions and moral values from their
parents and grandparents, so that they grow up with
a simple family allegiance through which they come
to understand their duties to the rest of themorld.
At the same time a,great deal of/their life and
activity is carridd on with the own age-group,
through whom they learn the lessons of equality and
co-operation.

-Jw-Keniatta-,---Eacing-Mozalt Pnya:_icadon: HeJnentaftn,_1961,

tP1). 313.

3. ... as they have done for centuries. The.Guinean, Camara

Laye, provides us with a moving description of a little'

-boy learning the marvels and mysteries of the goldsmith's
craft from his father. in The African-Child.

.

Camara Laye, The African Child. London: Fontana, 1959,

pp. 24-32. (Originally L'Enfant Noir. Parisjibrairie
Plon, 1954.)

4. UNESCO Statistical Yearbook 1973. Paris: UNESCO,, 1974.

5. Kuwait had 137 television sets per thousand inhabitants

In 1972.

6. The World Bank's Education Sect& Working Paper published

in DeceMber 1974 which discusses new trends in policy re-

fers throughout to "education" when it means "schooling":

e.g. "New and diversified programs are.designed 'to take



into account the terminal character of lower levels of

education for the large majority of the participants."

(p. 31.)

7. See G. W. Parkyn, Toward a Conceptual Mode. of Lifelong

Education. Paris: UNESCO, 1972. pp. 54.

8. T. Husbn, The Learning Society. London: University of London

Press, 1974. ,pp. 268.

9. See Learning to Be; also P. H. Coombs, The World Educational

Crisis. London: Oxford Univeisity Press, 1968. pp. 24t.

10. This approach was very evident'in the planning and proce-

dures of a recent UNESCO/UNICEF Cooperation Programme Facia

Education in Eastern. Arica. Report of a Seminar, Nairobi,

Kenya, 19-23 August, 22-26 October 1974. Paris: UNESCO,

1975.

11. The concept of recurrent education implies the organisation

of recurrent opportunities for learning following an ini-

tial stage of education. It 15 thus an important element in

the wider process of lifelong education.

12. The concept of educability is further defined and discussed

i.n Appendix A,

13. 1p many societies learning imparted by a "teacher"- is still

more highly- regarded than learning-acquired on-one's-own.-

Such attitudes may have their origins-in oral patterns-of

teaching through family-or clan, the secular or religious

community. In all these Jt was important for "the word" to

be passed on backed by the wisdom and authority of its

transmitter.

14. Many multi-media programmes for.teacHer re-educaSion exist

as in Uganda and Zambia. A number have been funded initial-
..

ly by UNICEF.

4 "6



3 BASIC EDUCATION AND ITS CURRICULUM

DEFINITIONS

r
What are the First Phases in Lifelong Education?

Children growing up must at the same time learn to live in the.

present and to face the future. They must iearn to live in

their families and in their communities as they are now, but

must aiso receive some form of education to enable them to go

on learning and adapting to the world around them as it evolves.

The first process begins in the family and continues through-

out childhood in many ways and through many means. The second

is gained in part through experience but is also, in most so-

dieties, consciously transmitted. The basic stage of education

is very largely-concerned.with this second process..

' What do we Mean by "Basic Educations'?

The concept of basic education has been developed and discussed

by UNESCO in recent years and the text of a final report of a

meeting of experts in June iY74 to discuss what they refer to

40
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as "the basic cycle of studies" is included in Appendix B. Once

we adopt the perspective of lifelong education it be6omes pp-

parent that to define this basic cycle in terms of content and

structures of formal schooling will no longer serve, for the

definition will be too narrow. It is more profitable to think

of it in terms of aims and of goals to be reached (rather than

in terms of time spent or ground
covered) accepting that a 4-

riety of means, more or less conventional, will be employed

toward attaining these goals. The UNESCO meeting sees the cur-

riculum of the basic cycle as including

a core of behaviour, knowledge, values and experiences to

enable the individual to:

develop his individual potentialities to the full;

actively participate in society through continued study or

introduction to the world of.work and to the world of cul-

. -'cure;

be a productive, effective and happy citizen;

continue his lifelong education;

develop a creative personality and critical mind so that

he might, with understanding in cooperation with others,

contribute to the further development of a good, human so-

ciety for himself, his family and alt other people of the

world;

achieve physical well-being and health)

EU although the formal school system cannot be considered as

the.only-means of-providing basic.education, it is stint the

most important- means and: that of-most concern to members of

our seminar and this report, particularly once we realise that

schools need not be the rigid institutions they so often are at

present, where only curriculum content is considered as a vari-

able while age, place and length of course are constants. For

if we accept the idea of a basic cycle as leading towards a set

of goals, we can see that where ,the main aims may remain the

4 ":
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same, the time taken and the ,paths followed, even within a
school framework, may vary very, widely, as will the interpreta-

tion of what we mean by "school".

Schools as Providers of "Basic Education"

Once, therefore, we begin to look at our schools in this per--.
spective, implications can be discussed !n three major fields:
(1) in respect of the design of curriculum, (2) in respect of
implications on structures

and policies through which this cur-
riculum is implemented and (3) in respect of the preparation of
those involved in its implementation,

principally, but not ex-
clusively, the teachers. Although the major concern of the se-
minar was in the field of curriculum design the other two sets
of implications were recognised as inseparable from it, were

considered and are reported briefly.

Curriculum and its Components: Working Definitions

The seminar accepted a wor ing definition pf curriculum as "all

goal-directed educational a tivities that are generated by the

school whether they take pia e-in the institution or outside
it". The various.components_o

riculum in-reatiOn.to.the der-,
velopment were also itemised. ,These include:

Aims and objectives
- aims being interpreted as desired di--

rections or educational progress, objectives as more specific
and well defined targets of achievement. Aims and objectives
are formed at various levels, from the minister of education
down to the individual teacher, parent and child.

The curriculum plan - which relates to both content and pro-

'48 ti`
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cess. The plan itself is presented in written documents of
various types, prepared and used at different levels, includ-
ing syllabuses, schemes and timetables. Systems vary widely
as to the amount of decisions taken at various levels.

Teaching methods and learning activities - include all those,
formal and informal, which take place in the school, in class
and out of it; inter-school activities; activities planned in
the school, but carried out in the community (like heal'',
campaigns and social work) as well as activities generated in
the schOol by societal agencies outside it.

Learning materials - refers to all written, audio and visual-
material used in schools, both commercially and locally pro-
duced; to learning materials deriving from the environment as
well as to out-of-school resources such as libraries and mu-
seums.

Evaluation - refers primarily to pupil' assessment (though it
also includes procedures for gUldance). It may be formal or
informal and is carried out during a school /ear, at the end
of it and at the end of a school stage, by the siudents them-
selves, by the school or by agencies butslde it.

Curriculum in Context

School curriculum is planned and implemented in the context of a

social and political framework by teachers and other education-

ists who themselves are part of this society, for learners who

are growing up in it and within a financial, administrative and

material framework. Thus, unless the society understands-and is

prepared to accept (or, at least, not to oppose) change, unless

those who contemplate change attempt to ,understand the society

and the pupii'S growth ,and development within it, uniesi they

understand the nature of the other learning systems in that. so-

. ciety, the school curriculuM loses itsreldvance and effettive-

ness. Furthermore, unless the curriculum is geared to- educa-

tional realities finance-, material provision and capabilities

t
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of teachers to interpret it, it is in danger of becoming (and

often becomes) an official rather than an actual curriculum.

To achieve a better understanding of the context involves

three processes. It involves synthesising information already

available but which has not been gathered together for these

particular purposes, such as the appraisal of all kinds of

learning situations, formal and informal which already exist.

It involves finding out new information Including fundamental

psychological and sociological research or more simply, the

gathering together of further practical information about how

the system actually operates. Finally it involves the painful

recognition of the full difficulties facing the innovator,

constraints imposed by lack of knowledge, lack of rtsources,

lack of motivation and all the other factors which contribute

to the reluctance of societies and school systems to accept

change. There is an infinite temptation to make light of

these forces, especially in situations where current struc-

tures seem so inappropriate and where change seems so obvious-

ly desirable as in many systems represented in the seminarf

but these forces have successfully resisted change in the past

and will continue to do so unless they are recognised.

An analysis of the functions of the institutions represent-

ed in the seminar reveals. a growing awareness of the role of

research as complementary to curriculum development. Eight of

the institutions represented conduct basic research. The need

to coordinate research activities within and between countries

and to link educational .research with the wider issue-of eco-

nomic.and social development has been recognised' in the crea-

tion of the African Bureau'of fducational Sciences-in Zaire, a

branch of the international Association for the Advancement of

Educational Resarch.
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LOOKING AT CURRICULUM COMPONENTS

Bearing in mind,
therefore, the context of Implementation, the

seminar next set itself to
examine each curriculum component

In this basic stage of lifelong education
looking first at the

'Implication within the formal school system and next at e,e

implication which might be involved in a wider interpretation.

Alms and Objectives

Once the aims and
objectives of basic education are consid-

eredered in the context of lifelong education our time perspective

widens. The purpose of the Initial phase
of education Is seen,

not merely as
leading on either towards a

second stage of edu-

t
cation or towards some form of employment when a chi leaves

school, but rather as leading the learner towards an warenesi

of the need for lifelong learning, and
developing his capacity

to profit from it. A sound basic education.shouletherefore

give the learner the
attitudes and skills as well as some of

the knowledge necessary for increasing
participation in a

changing society. Such participation requires
intellectual cur-

rOsity,--Criiiivit, antri-Ca-Paerty
foi critical -thought as well

'5.

as attitudes of
independence, self-confidence and responsibili-

ty which will
induAe him to develop his capabltittes

throughout

his lifetime through a
Wide variety of educational means, for

his own betterment
and that of his fellow men:

This implies that
objectives for the basic stage are' very

largtly concerned_with
the enhancementof the learner's educa-

bility in rts-widest sense:
This involves increasing his com-

petence to profit:from
different learning strategies - with a
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teacher or without.,one,individually
or in a variety of groups

and patterns of interaction;
as well as developing basic skills

in oracy, reading, observation,
comprehension and manipulation,

, all of which enable him to learn through
a wide variety of me-

dia. it also involves
developing in learners the will and the

power to recognise their-own needs
and to plan their own learn-

ing.

Once the wider perspective is
accepted, the school need no

longer be regarded as isolated from other educatibnal influen-
. ces. Its alms may therefore be seen as complementary and sup-
splementary to them. This implies both an awareness of the re-.
lated roles of the school and the community in, say, health
etucation but also a realisation that theie are areas, where

the school need not "go It alone" but may merely reinforce
the community, e.g. in religious, cultural or vocational edu- ,

cation.

Aime in the Context of Action

Bui unless aims are capable of attainment they remain mere
excuses for inaction. in'order to underline this, one seminar
working group decided to list examples of varlou.methods,ac-...

tually used in the countries its members represented to achieve.' ,

two of-the alms mentioned above, 1.e.. (1) to instill a sense' -of

responsibility and (-2) to develop
intellectual curiosity. The

lists produced were too long to.quote here: the methods em-
ployed to create a sense of

resP0111131114-rangfn rom oblig-

199the.ohildrem-tofikeiZrni in feeding the chickens on the
school farm to running, classes

for illiterates. But all these
methods had common characteristics.

They (1) involved the pro-
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vision of opportunity for the students to act responsibly'

(2) required the practice of recently acquired skills in obvi-

ouslyuseful ways; (3) promoted the socialisation of the stu-

dents since they were likely to earn the social approval of the

group, class, school or community. The methods listed which

might be used to stimulate curiosity had these common character-

istics: theyinvolved activity on the part of the students - In-

cluding observation, comparison, problem-solving and research

of the most elementary kind. In both instances the exercise de-

monstrated not only that aims have recognisable implications

but also that the kind of curricular activities they imply are

often far removed from those which takeplaAe.In most primary

schools in the countries representb4.:-*
,

'Different Groups - Common Objectives

It may be argued that different aims and objectives are appro-

priate for different groups in'societY. In particular it is

often urged that appropriate objectives should be set for ru-

ral education. Such reasonlncan be dangerous. Curricular .

content and methods must naturally vary according'to_the-ages-

of the learners and thesrivinnrattnt-in-wfiTCh they learn. Thus

the arl-ed-r-fillieexperiences, for example, through which

reading, or health education 'or the basis of scientific

thinking are learnt is bound,to vary. But the skills, the un-

derstandings, the attitudes which must be acquited to in-

crease educability 0e virtually the same and it may prove,

forilinstance, quite contrary to the principles of filrexibllity

inherent In the concept of lifelong education to suggest a

fundamentally different approach for children of rural farm-
,

1/.
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ers thih fqr'those of urban shopkeepers. For both categories

education must exist to set learners free to earn further. In

(4each case the only sensible-context through which they can
.1

learn is the envtrgAst they know, bUt in neither case eiii ft

be assumed that they should be trained with i view to staying

incapsulated Iri thlsenv6onsient throughout their lives. To*do

so would be-iopiothote'imiIrisonment rather than enlightenment

in the name of lifelong education.

Selection and Organisation of Curriculum Content

On considering the implications of the new perspective on the

curriculum plan, three major.issues are examined; the need to
. --

set priorities, to provide for a g'reater_degree of flexibili-

ty and to consider the implicatidn;Orthe concept of Integra-

tion._

Setting priorities

Some elements of content ir far more appropriate to the goals

of Jifelong education than s and in any attempt to select

from current curricula or to. me new ones there is a need

both to establish priorItles for what most be included and to

decide what may be omitted.

Two elAents are of particularimp6iance: thirsewhIch are

instrumental to-gaining further knowledge and those which serve

to relate different areas of knowledge to One another to Oro-

mots understanding of %holes". This applies to sublects

the curriculum but also to the organisation of content within

.
,....,#-r

1'
t) 41, %i-.
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different areas of the curriculum,'The importance of stressing
1

language skills, manipulation
skills and practical experience

in Problem-solving-have all
seen mentioned earlier in the re-

port as has the need to relaie content to'the environment, but

in order that they be given the prominence they deserve, (for

skill training, the study of the
environment,and the learning

techniques required to solve problems all take time) much of

the conventional factual content
will have to be excised.

Flexibility

Yet the implications for the design of curriculum plans at var-

ious levels are not merely confined to selection. Once individ-

ual and group differences are
accepted, together with the exis-

tence of alternative paths to learning and the possibility of

accepting age and length
of,course as a variable in the basic

cycle, the manner in which
syllabuses, programmts of study and

timetables are drawn up both within systeMs and within insti-

tutions must be questioned.
Certainly greater flexibility and

a greater provision for the development of individual poten-

tial within current programmes
is both desirable and possible.

More radical alternatives
such as the replacement of current

plans by a far shorter core
follOwed by extensive provision

for individual options or the development of Smore flexible

unit structure need also to be examined seiloysly. But they

will pose problems of organisat)on and training, involve some

financial cost and present d
challenge to the design and pro-

duction of materials In
developing countries. They also raise:"

the now familiar issue of changing attitudes: of persuading

both designers and users to accept new pitterns which are
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less familiar, less easy to administer (because they are less
tidy) .nd which.involve everyone in the system in more work.

Pntegratiori

The integration of school with community and with other learn-

ers'and.learning situations within that community may require us

to look again at curriculum plans. An example of the modifica-

tions which may result is taken from Uganda where a number of

schools are participating in the Namutamba rural education pro-

ject some fifty miles from Kampala.

This project, aiming towards rural development of the whole

community, introduces- aconsiderable amount of integration

within the programme of studiesmuch of which is carried out

in the environment outside the school and thus ovefsteps con-

ventionel timetable and subject boundarLes. But the programme

also attempts the wider goal of integrating child, youth and

adult edupition th;Ough'helping all these 'groups to regard the ,

school as a resource centre. To this end the formal school

operates a singlt morning session of five-hours, leaving the

rest of the day for projects undertaken4y pupils which in-

clude brick making for home improvement, Young Farmers Club

activities, home gardening, apprenticeship schemes, written

assignments, workshop practice, athletics and cultural acti-

vities. All these are considered as complementary learning ac-

tivities to the normal school programme. During theafternobn

the school buildings are used for a variety of adult education

and community purposes and the teachers undertake further toms

munity work outside them. The Namutamba project illustrates

merely one pattern of community-based basic educailon. There
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,

are and can be many alternatives. But it illustrates h6w, when-

ever a really serious degree of integration is attempted, the

conventional curriculum plan must be considerably modified.

I
A Wider Look at the Selectibn and Organisation of Content

Seen in its widest perspettrie the selection of content must

be considered in relation to the needs of Individuals In the

.context of the life they live and the other educational ex-

periences available or likely to be available to them. It must

also depend on resources available for learning and on the ca-

pability and motivation of learners who differ widely. Looked

at in this light it again becomes necessarrto stress that ri-

gid centralised syllabuses' listirig the same "ground to be cov-

ered" by large numbers of different learners in different si-

tuations at the same stage in their school cii:eer do not make

educational sense and to stress again the necessity of estab-

lishing ways of learning, ways of thinking, ways of gaining

increasing and sharing enl,Ahtenment as a basis for selection

and organisation.

Teaching Methods and Learning Activities

Approaches to teaching and learning cannot easily be separated,

froM the learning materials used and thus the two issues were

considered together at the seminar.
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Surveying Resources

It is impossible to ignore the fact that certain minimum materi-

al needs Must be satisfied, to enable learning to take place ef-

fectively. True, a brilliant teacher can educate irrespective

of what resources are available. A brilliant and well-motivated

learner can profit from most opportunities. But in average con-

ditions and with average people adequate resources facilitate

learning and lack of them very severely inhibits the type of

teaching and learning possible, and may force a teacher towards

those formal, regimented approaches which have the security of

familiarity and which are easiest to sustain in difficult cir-

cumstances.

It is therefore appropriate at the outset to survey both hu-

man and -Aterial resources available in relation to therm

role we would hope for from teachers and learners. The conse-

quent appraisal may easily feveal sad limitations: 111-educat-

ed;, ill-trained or untrained teachers apparently unable'or

unwilling to contemplate change; poorly built, overcrowded

classrooms with no storage facilities, furnished,if they are

furnished, with antique and unsuitable furniture; high pupil-

teacher ratios; limited nieans for production or supply of

adequate learning materials; poor radio reception the 14st

can be extended.

Yet at the same time an imaginative assessment may also re-

veal potential resources unused or untapped within national or

local communities: local volunteer teachers and animators,

craftsmen, professionals and technicians with the will and

ability to share their know how with learners; traditignal

arts, crafts, literatur^, q.)ic and medicine withine-culture

and potential teachers of these; community funds and effort

5 8
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in kind; materials available in the home, but which may be bor-

rowed for school use e:g. transi'stor radios or agricultural

tools; local raw materials,and inastrial and agricultural

waste of various kinds (e.g. off-cuts'of wood, paper, cloth).

To these maybe added locally and nationally produced educa-

tional materials which may include not only textbooks, radio

programmes and locally produced teaching equipment in a variety

of available materials, but also less commonly used materials

such Is newspapers, commercial advertising and packaging.

Implications for Selection, Design and Production ofitiaterials

Once available resources have been examined, the implications

of the new perspective can be considered, and here again the

ideas of flexibility and integration pose a considerable chal-

lenge. The importance of emphasizing new learning styles, rath-

er than placing over-reliance on the relatively inflexible me-

thods of group guided learning has already been mentioned, but

new styles require new orientation of teachers and productipr

of new kinds of educational materials. These clearly raise ad-

ministrative and financial problems. Self-instructional mate-

rials tend to be longer; diversified materials will be pro-

duced in smaller numbers for each printing and both, therefore,

may prove more costly. There may also be problems in relatiOn

to storage of materials other than textbooks. But these prob-

lems are all, eventually, capable
of solution, while at an

initial stage, attention might well be paid to designing text-

books capable of more flexib'e use, more attuned to promoting

problem-solving. and to the encouragement of se!f-learning,

also to the production of more challenging radio programmes.
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If methods and materials are to promote integration between

school and the society of which It fOrms part, still further

changes will be needed in bothz In respect of materials it is

clear that those produced for adults and those provided for

children cannot be identical, but it is equally true that once

the necessity to provide links is recognised, a great deal of

common ground cao be found. The same radio programmes may be

used for slightly different purposes and there can be some over-

lap in written and pictorial materials. Materials in health edu-

cation and agricultural education, for example, are frequently

designed and produced quite'separately for schools and for ex-

tension work by separ'ate departments. Much is to be gained here

by coordination and shee is no reason, for instance, why prd-

grammes for teaching basic communication skills for' children

should not include far more of such materials than they do at

present in many countries.

In certain countries different languages are used for the edu-

cation of adults and that of children. Adult literacy classes

take place in the mother tongue whereas the basic cycle of

school educatiOn is carried on in a foreign language. This poli-

cy hardly promotes integration.

The demands of both flexibility and integration imply the de-

sirability not only of further localisation in the content of

the curriculum for the basic cycle but also that more attention

be paid to the design and production of material's relevant to

iocai needs. To this end the design of such materials by nation-

al curriculum centres, local teachers centres (preferably at-

tached to schools) and byteachers themselves would seem essen-

tial. To achieve this, however, some facilities, some funding,

some expertise is necessary, together with the will on the part

of those who plan education nationally to allow such variations.

EAU
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Evaluation,

Whav to Fv4uare

Since we are regarding the basic cycle as a first phase in a

process of lifelong education, the purpose of evaluation is

clearly to ascertain how far and how efficiently it provides

learners with a good start; also to provide appropriate guid-

ance both to the individual learner and to those responsible

for the design and implementation of programmes leading towards

improvement in the efficiency of the process.

But this task is far more complex than it appears,.slnce

longer term effects are clearly so much mole important than

short tam ones. It is of relatively little importance ...hat

skills and attitudes a child appears to possess when his basic

education cycle is finalised. What is crucial is how far these

will contribute to his future development and how long they

will stay win- him.

Row to Evaluate

Some of the goals of the basic cycle relate to the development

of skills, others to the promotion of attitudinal changes far

less subject to short term evaluation. In each case, however,

it is important that the student himself understands what the

evaluation ,aims to measure and why. in this way he can recog-

nni his successes not as ends in themselves but rather as of-

fering a means-of making adjustments in his'learning path".

Lack of success, thus, comes-to be regarded as a learning ex-

perien'OP end not 4-a failure.
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The new perspective both invites a reappraisal of existing

evaluation practices and poses challenges for the design of al-

ternatives to them. It is not only the lack of emphasis on skills

and attItugei in current techniques of evaluation which are

called into question, it is their whole emphasis% Questions

which need to be asked include the following:

How far can we Justify the primacy given to teacher, school

and external assessments of learners as against assessments

made by individuals and groups of'learners of their own pro-

gress? y

How far is the grea't emphasis placed on written Instruments

of evaluation Justified when lifelong education postulates

the development of so many other skills and attitudes?

- How far can we Justify the frequent/Exclusion of the com-

munity in assessment of the progress and potential of the

young learners who live in it?

Are not methods of assessment and evaluStion still far too

rigid, tending to test attainment at certain "levels' for

all students at the same time -rather than to chart-the pro-

gress of learners along different paths and at different

speeds?, And does not excessive comparison and competition -

between learners overemphasize uniformity and impair the

ability of the individual to assess his own progress? How

fear indeed is the idea of competition acceptable in all

cultures?

Is not the value of frequent comparisons between learners

limited, since they are based only on those crit ria which

are most easily measurable?

- How far are present concepts of "pass" and "f 1" and pres-

ent ideas of final examinations and terminal evaluation re-
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levant,in a situation where the basic cycle is conceived

only as a first phase in a continuum of lifelong educa-

tion?

These questions imply new tasks for those of us involved in de-

signing evaluation systems and instruments. They suggest that'we

must consider widening the scope and means of evaluation and

building a flexible system in which the progress of learners is

charted along the various paths they follow rather than devising

a single obstacle race'where only those who reach the finish are

recognised and recorded. Above all they emphasize that self-

evaluation is central to lifelong Yearning and that an urgent

need exists to Increase the emphasis placed on self-evaluation

in the design of curricula for basic education.

Yet it is relatively easy to talk glibly'about developing new

assessment techniques and far, far more difficult to devise and

evaluate them. Awealth of research and development work,is

needed here.

A Note on Guidance

An essential feature of basic education is to provide guidance

to the learner to help him learn better arid to make better

choices as a member of society both while he is receiving basic

education and afterwards. Such guidance must be-the result of

the Joint efforts of the learner himself and of others, peers,

.
teachers; parents and other adults. Whenever guidance is given

to a learner we can naturally expect that it will be culture

based and that it will reflect the personality of the "guider".

Moreover guidance will be provided by a society whether its

membersJintend so or not. If, for instance, a society clearly
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accords higher status to a bank clerk than it does to a fisher-

man, than that society is providing guidance to iy young mem-

bers in their career choices and anything a school preaches to

She contrary is clearly hypocritical. Nevertheless there is

still much that can be done towards preparation of materials

for use by parents, teachers and other community members to en-

sure that young learners make the wisest choices available to

them both during and at the end of their basic education.

III. TOWARDS IMPLEMENTATION

Few curricular decisions of any kind can be implemented without

implications for policies in education, for financial and ad-

ministrative provision and for education structures. The impli-

cations suggested by the analysis made so far are very great

indeed'. They may be categorised as follows:

Implications for Policy and Structures

Implications for the design of systems:

Alternative patterns of schooling need to be considered to-

gether with alternative arrangements of learning time to suit

varying needs of learners and their communities. In Iraq, for

example, shorter courses in the basic cycle have been devised

for older boys and,girls. In Tanzania village school pro-

grammes are left flexible to allow learners to take part in
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agricultural and development projects at local level.

Alternative means of learning need not to b4 employed iriclud-

ing use of the.massomdiaWithin the- limits of its capabill-,

ties, and the full exploitation of community resources both hu-

nan and material. fheexten;ive use of educational television

in the Ivory Coast will provide very valuable experience `,1r

other systems:

Implication, for administration of systems: f
Coordination and integration of different wades of education

must be achieved. This would involve greater interchange of re-

sources between basic education for different groups in the

community as in Indonesia where experiments are taking place in

the use of "learning officers)' whose role is to marshal com-

munity resources for learning, and the development of "learning

centres" (Centres for Educational Development) which all learn-

ers within the community attend

Flexibility must also be made possible. This may,involve new

bpproaches to timetabling to allow for greater school and commu-

nity integration; as described, for instance, in the experiment-

al'NamutaMba project in Uganda. It also implies provision of ,

opportunities for learners to break across class, age and insti-

tutional divisions to allow them to follow separate paths more

easily at their own speed.

Implications for the design and revision of facilities and

materials:

This Includes consideration of alternative designs of build-

ing, furniture and equipment to suit new purposes and to pro-

vide possibilities for multiple use and thp design, provision

and distribution of educational materials to suit new polities

and new learning styles.

Gr.
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Implications for cl'assessment and guidance:

This would involve modification of present machinery and

structures. The administration of examination systems, for in-
,.

'stance,
.

is, in many,dountries, bureaucratic, inflexible and

highly pentralised. To be more in tune with the principles of

lifelong education,*devolution of control, diversification of

content and a loosening of restrictive regulations would be MA-

dicated.

Provision of a system of guidance to provide an increasing

volume of useful information for learners and about them is

also implied.

Implications foil Costs, Staffing and Training

t would be idle to neglect the financial and manpower implica-

tions that such a change of emphasis would imply. The initial

re-education of communities to accept new patterns and values

together with the building up of the expertise necessary. to

administer amore flexible system, 'to produce new materials,

devise new assessments, or operate new suggestions of guld-

' ante presents a very alarming challenge - though slightly less

so once one accepts that it all may be done.gradually and un-

evenly. Yet if our new perspective is as important and as de-

sirable as has been implied in these discussions and our pres-

ent emphasis as wasteful and irrelevant as many would claim,

it is worth considering whether systems can really afford not

to invest in the machinery and manpower needed to initiate a

change of direction.
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IV. TEACHERS ANDTEACHER PREPARATION

Of all the tors necessary to the,implementation of new ap-

proaches to the curriculum, the reorientation of tgachers is

probably the most important, was so recognised by the seminar

and is thus discussed here 'in some detail.

Who Teaches?

The ideas of lifelong education and,of basic education cletrly

suggest possibilities of a very much wider interpretation of

the term teacher nd a radical redefinition of/the teacher's

role. .

The principles that all teachers'must be educated and pro-

fessionally ti-ained to a minimum standard of entry to a pro-

fession, that teachers should "teach" full time, usually in

schools, must be questioned. For'many alternatives are possi-

ble, many would appear more practicable in developing cowl-

tries, and some are already being tried. These include the

use of different patterns in the teaching learning relation-

ship where a master teacher and his assistants deal with a

4 j flexible pattern of group organisation in, say, the teaching

4. of basic communication skills. They include the use of ani-

mators and co- learners in conjunction with the mass media.

,1 They Include the use of part time, teachers of various kinds,

from the volunteer offering his services in teaching basic

skills in the evenings or at weekends, to the craftsman, the

farmer, the local health worker or the local musician pre- 4#

pared to share his knowledge or skill with children or youth

either in the school,or at his place of work.
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New Roles for School Teachers'and New Insights into Their Trainih

ing
t'

Yet although new patterns of teaching arid net kinds of teachers

are consonant with the goals of lifelong education, their suc-

cess will depend on the goodwill of teachers at presen't in the

syste:I. Nor should we lose sight of the fact'thatihe trained

.full, time teacher will continue.to remain central to the edu-

cation of children in schools. Consequently the understanding

and acceptance of the ideas of lifelong education by. teachers

in training is an essential. preliminary to changPli'.

To achieve such understanding in most countries requires

sore very radical rethinking of prograrmds of teacher educa-

tion for, too ofteri, these remain inflexibly, academic, over-

loaded and isolated from the real issues in both schools and

the community. Jhus, "Conditions in which teachers are trained
te

should be profoundly changed so that, essentially,, they become

edycators rather than specialists in transmitting pre-estab-

lisheeturricule.3

Yet although we can recognise such weaknesses it is equally

important to set them in the social and educational contexts

which are partly re-sposible for them. 'Colleges are overcrowded,

lack sufficient qualifiecntaff, lack money and materials.

Teachers An,the field are overworked, isolated and undervalued.

Pressures do both from quantitative expansioh, from inflation,

and from the often unreasonable demands of the "curriculuM man-

agers" - seeking radical changes in school programmes virtually

overnight - are enormous. It follows, therefore, that if we are

to suggest to teachers that they rethink their roles In the per-

spective of lifelong education, we must do so in the full recog-

nition of the difficult task they perform and with the, realise-

G8'
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tion that demands upon them for change annot be unreasonable.

Nevertheless the identification of d sirable directions of

change for teachers and the institution which prepare them is

both necessary and possible.

Teachers could evolve:

Towards becoming more aware of the importance of lifelong

education and of is characteristics.

Towards developing skills 4,nd-attitudes which enhance

their own educability and help them develop educa-

bility in learners.
-

Towards becoming more capable of learning on their own,

better able to organise and evaluate their own

learning and better': able to help others to do so.

Towards becoming more capable of inter-learning, both-

giving and receiving help from others, and becom-

ing more(able to help pupils do likewise.

Towards becoming more aware of ways of learning and re-

: sources available outside the school; of the

school's role and limitation as one of a number

of sources of learning.

' Towards becoming more flexible, adaptable and self re-

liant in respect both of learning and living and .

better able to encourage these qualities in

others.

Towards setting a better example as lifelong learners.

But in order to achieve such directions of change, institutions

preparing teachers need, themselves, to evolve towards new ap-

proaches to the content and methodology they select and towards

new patterns and structures. Possible characteristics of such

institutions are categorised in Table 2.

r
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Already institutions exist exhibiting many of the character-

istics categorised in Table 2 -, excellent examples being the

Ecoles Normales Regionales in Senegal, but in many cases effec-

tive progress towards these ends (accepted by nearly everyone as

being desirable) is hampered b-y present curricula and methods,

large portions of which have to be excised if the sort of flexi-

bility implied in the model is to be achieved. Such excisions

would provoke violent opposition from the forces of educational

conservatism.

r
t

Different Modes of Teacher Preparation

A final insight Is afforded If we consider the modes of teacher

preparation conventionally referred to as "pre-service" and "in-

service". In the perspecti e of lifelong education the distinc-

tion between the two is les easy to justify, especially if it

brings with it the implicat n, still frequently accepted,

that "pre-service" training should absorb the major Investment

in time and money, leaving "in-service" activities as a means

of topping up or "refreshing" teachers.

In fact the first stage of teacher education can be seen to

stand in the same. relation to the career-long process as the
/

basic cycle does to lifelong education. Like it, it can,serve

to'promote "teacher educability". Like it there can be and are

being developed many patterns aaths Including various forms

of initial preparation linked to Internship as In daMilci;sand-

with courses as'in Northern Nigeria, or Mulfithedia courses as

in Lebanon or Jordan. No compreheilsiiie survey exists of recent

attempts, particularly in deVelopitig countries, to bulifflexi-

Witty and diversity into SHE process of teacher preparation

'U _...........



Table 2

The Role, of a Teachers College in the Perspective of Lifelong Education

Curriculum content

1. Helps students become aware of the need for lifelong learning.

2. Helps them dant* and understand the characteristics of lifelong education and
apply it to their own teaching, their own learning in college and their own lives

3. Helps them learn how to learn"

(1) through develCipment of a wide rarige of basic skills and
intellectual abilities;

(ii) through familiarisation with a number of learning strategies;,

(ii through exposure to a variety of methods and media;

(iv through helping them to plan their own learning,

4. Enables students to become aware of the wide range of areas of learning, their inter-
relatedness and the importance of each in the development of the whole individual,
emphasizes the application of these concepts to the school curriculum.

5. Includes study of the community and they learning processes within it and encourages
students to make similar investigations in respect of the communities served by
schools in which they work.

6, Integrates leainufg in the college with other formsof learning in the community, e.g.
health, agriculture and political programmes and encourages students to make similar
links in their schools.

7. Links family, school and college learning together as part of the same process.

8. Links the content of pre-service and an-service training together in a continuum

Curriculum methodology

1. Maintains flexibility within learning groups and within college programme's and helps
students maintain such flexibility within schools,

2. Emphasizes development of skills and attitudes in individual students both in college
and in respect of pupils in schOots.

3. Emphasizes the very great range of human and material sources and resources for
learning available and entourages students to use these in their teaching,

y 7I.
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Curriculum evaluation

1 Maintains a very flexible system of evaluation emfting a variety of modes and
techniques and trains students to use these in school's. 1.

2. Emphasizes continually the importance of self-evaluation and encourages students
to develop this quality in their pupils. - N-

Structures and organisation

1. Maintains a flexible timetable structure within the college placing great importance
in the informal curriculum. .

,
2. Relates very closely with programmes in schools and other educational institutions.

3. Plans the provision of pre-service and in-service teacher education and training
as part of the same process. -

4 Maintains close planning links between college and community in respect of the life
s and work in the community and also of other programmes of teaching and learning

being undertaken. Such links may include the offer of joint training facilities for
school teachers and other community educators, or the joint use of college buildings.

Staffing .

1. Employs staff knuwedgeable and committed to ideals of lifelong education.

2 Facilitates exchange of staff beteween college, schools,other community education schemes.
..-

3. Invites workers in the community into college as teachers and demonstrators and
encourages students to make use of similar teachers in their schools.

1-.1 rj't t..
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and the seminar believed that such a survey could be very use-

fully undertaken.

NOTES

1. "Meeting of Experts on the Basic Cycle of Study, Paris

Unesco-House, 24-29 June 1974. Final Report". ED-74/CONF.

622/5. Paris: UNESCO, 1974, pp. 9.

2. These definitions orjginate from a Working Pager provided

by Dr. R. H. Dave for a Unesco Institute meeting on Curricu-

lum Evaluation in 1974.

3. Learning to Be, p. 217. -.4,
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4 DIRECTIONS OF CHANGE__

This final chapter records the last two days of the seminar,

a time when the members took a second look at the concept of

lifelong education, asking themselves whether the idea itself_

still appeared to them to have relevance to future eduCa-

tional development and if so what actions could be taken

within the systems and the institutions represented. For theo-

retical acceptance of a principle without commitment to doing

something about it can be an attractive option when resources

are scarce and a system overloaded.

Three days of wrestling with the concepts had left members ,

even more Convinced of the richneSs and power of the ideas

but with an even greater appreciation of their complexity, of

differences in the ways they could be applied, of the dangers

of misunderstanding and misuse, of the financial and adminis-

trative implications implied in certain areas of acceptance

but chiefly of the immense problems inherent in changing at-

titudes. and overcoming resistance to ideas which often run in

almost direct contradiction to established policies. in educe

rion. For many years systems have been striving towards

lengthening cycles of formal schooiing; centralisation of

school curricula; increasing initial periods of teacher pre-

paration eliminating all uncertified teachers from school. -'

.p7t4
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Now, suddenly, all these are being called to question. Hasty

implementation of new policies not fully accepted or understood

could lead to disillusionment and eventual rejection, making

any future steps very difficult to take.

The Role of institutions

For different participants and different institutions represent-

ed at the seminar, different perspectives and dif erent_roles

naturally emerged, for those involved in the consideration of

policy changes in the education system as a whole, for the cur-

riculum centres, for research institutes, and for institutions

for teacher education whose spheres of Interest and influence

are somewhat more restricted. Often such restricted responsibi-

lity seems very much "out of tune" with the wide and interre-

lated nature of the issues being considered. If the policies

of a curriculum development centre are not, for instance, very

closely linked to those of the teacher training or the evalua-

:9 tion system, then the curriculum plan, the methods through

which it is interpreted and the evaluation of it will lack co-

herence. If professional and administrative policies are out

of gear with one another, then the intention to provide a more

flexible programme of differentteaching materials or a new

approach to evaluation may well founder. If different forms of

education are differently planned and managed, costly overlap-
/.

ping will occur.

These problems exist and were voiced.by seminar members, but

' they are problems of which nations are well aware. The inten-

tion to coordinate efforts is present and could be reinforced

by seminar members through the indiv.idual influence they exer-

Lit
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cise as members of committees and working parties involved in
wider policy planning. in many countries the means are already
established, as in the curriculum

developing centre in Uganda
which is responsible for adult and school programmes alike.

Taking First Steps Forward

Once there exists some form
of commitment towards the idea of

lifelong education, even though the commitment may extend no
further than a wish to examine the implications of the idea,
two related processes

are necessary. The first is to take a
look into the future, as any planner does, identifying and
clarifying goals, weighing implications and considering al-
ternative strategies. The, second is to consider present si-
tuations, present resources,

present achievements and nec-
essary and attainable "steps forward" which can lead along
the path which is considered

desirable. Such.steps towards

better understanding of lifelong education and its implica-
tions and towards considering

and effecting Olio changes im-
Oled in these understandings

were considered by seminar

members from the perspective of their own systems, the prob-
lems they faced and sought

to overcome and the role of the

institttions represented within these systems. Four catego-
ries of action were

identified: (I) diffusion and discussion
of the new ideas; (II)

research (including fundamental and
applied research, action research and survey work); (Ill)

development projects, referring to trial projects conducted

on a iimiterscale and subject to formative evaluation, mo-
dification and possible wider diffusion; (IV) limited

changes, involving smaller or larger scale changes in policy
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and practice which contribute in some degreee towards better re-

alisation of the goals of lifelong education. The four catego-

ries are now considered briefly in the perspective of the coun-

tries and institutions represented.

I. DIFFUSION AND DISCUSSION

It takes time to think out and argue out new approaches. Hasty

commitment to ideas and hasty policies for action are liable to

rebound on.the policy maker. Unless a critical mass of people

involved in the provision and receiving of education have an

understanding and commitment both to the ideas of lifelong edu-

cation and:to transforming these ideas into action, these ideas

will remain, as they do now, on paper rather than i9 practice.

What's to Discuss.

At any level at which they are discussed the ideas need to be

approached as concretely as possible. A clarification of what

we mean by lifelong education needs necessarily to be folloWed

by other specific questions. How may these new ideas affect .

"our" role? (as curriculum workers, teachers, administrators).

-How might they affect wider issues in edcuation (e.g. struc-
v

tures) and would these, too,' have implications on "our" work?

What resources would be needed to implement them? What means

are availitne? What knowledge is available o- present prac----

tices? Who needs to be convinced and how?

(



Table 3

Directions of Change (Based on Experience from Algeria)

Indicators Problems to Solve

I. Flexibility a) In relation to educational systems

1) Incompatibility of school and nonformal systems
of education

.=.2) Direct transfer of formal academic practices to non-formal
education

3) No sharing of methods and means between f rmal and

II. Diversity

nonformal education

b) In relation to communities

1) Importance attached to scholastic awards

2) Limiting the right to benefit from education to certain
fixed age groups attending formal schools

c) In relation to teaching

1) Rigidity of curricula, their strongly theoretical,
formal @nd factual character

2) Predominance of teacher-centred instruction

3) Overemphasis of oral and written media

a) Overemphasis on central control of educational
structures and functions

b) Overemphasis placed on bureaucratic regulanOns

Ill. Integration a) Compartmentalization both within the educational system itself
and at administrative and political levels

b) Friction, criticism, opposition and waste in the
management of education



Possible Solutions

a) 1) Stressing the unity of the whole educational
system

2) Stressing the use of activities outside the educational system
as alternative modes of education

3) Stressing the qualities that all socio-educational
resources have in common

b) 1) Increased recognition of qualifications gained outside school

2) Recognition of the right of every adult to resume his studies when he
wishes to, using school and outside resources

c) 1) Towards reshaping the curriculum with the intention of making it more varied
more practical and more economical

2) Activity methods and group work to be more widespread

3) Introduction of technological processes and studies in real life situations
and with the help of skilled technologists

a) Decentralise and encourage flexibility in structures and curriculum. Grve local
-power to initiate and develop particular schemes

b) Promote intercommunication between different levels of authority in order to
achieve maximum technical, methodological, and material assistance

a) Desire to integrate the purposes of school and out-of-school activities for the same
educational purpose and under the same aegis

b) Setting up decentralised structures to integrate educational, economic and political
power which must be exercised in an atmosphere of collective discussion
necessary'to solve educational problems including those outside the school
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The more homogeneous the group the more specific discussion

can be. Clearly a group of textbook writers or an examination

panel may come to far more narrow and practical conclusions

than a high level meeting such as the Hamburg seminar, but dis-

cyssion and diffusion need to take place at alljevels, for all

are involved.

Who Needs to Discuss?

Policy Level

Diffusion activities were identified at various levels. At the

highest and most general level they would include seminars and

policy meetings sponsored in ministries or by universities as

in Indonesia and Malaysia and wide forums for public discussion

bringing together the various bodies or organisations actively

involved in, or having a potential for, lifelong education.

Such aConference was planned in Mauritius as a follow up to

the Hamburg seminar bringing together schools, teachers and

teacher trainers, agricultural extensidn and nutrition offi-

cers, health workers and the cooperative movement, village

development officers and industrial social workers, family ,

planners and youth club organisers as well as representatives

from the press and from broadcasting.

Such general discussion might be of particular value in

identifying what problems need to be overcome within an educa-

tional system and the general directions of response which

might be taken. Table 3 represents one such categorisation

made during the seminar by two of its members in respect of

one country (Algeria).
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Institutional Level

Within curriculum centres a variety of forms of discussion are

possible and desirable. Working partiesj6 curriculum workers

should examine the ideas themselves and Aheir implications on

the related aspects of curriculum development, from the setting

of objectives through the selection and organisation of content

to evaluation and diffusion. Implied in this activity is the

need to take a hard look at current curricular policies for it

is as important to identify practices which do not contribute

towards lifelong education as it is to recognise those which

do. In this respect it is appropriafg also- that priorities be

considered. A particular curricular activity e.g. a New'Mathe-

matics,programme for the basic cycle of studies may be justi-

fiable if we look a't it in ,isolation (because i\t_dpvelops many

desirable skills and thought processes) but far'less easy to

'support when the time and effort it demands are set against

the alternative ways in which that time and effort may be de-

ployed.

From the curriculum centre as a base, discussjogs can be

,widened to include all other agencies currently providing edut

cation but hitherto never brought.Jinto the debate: adult ex-

tension workgrs, vocational trainers, religious teachers and

many others. Proposals by Mauritius have already been mentioned.

and it is significant that nearly all curriculum development

centres represented reported moves towards such wider diffusion

and discussion of new directions in education.

Teacher preparation at all levels is another area where

diffusion and discussion is needed. it may take place within

programmes of initial training, and in this respect the produc-

tiOn of suitable teaching material either separately or as part
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8
of redesigned Education courses is highly desirable. Discussion

on lifelong education may also be the subject ofItpecial in-ser-

vice seminars for a variety of groups such ai teachers, adminis-

trators, teacher trainers or supervisors. But there is every

reason, also, for discussion to be initiated within existing in-

servbce programmes, fft14(hatever is under consideration, be it

language teaching, the use of,audio-visual aids or school admin-

istration, the concept of lifelong education offers a new per-

spective to the subject and adds something to its purpose.

The use of mass media as part of the diffusion process was

considered desirable and possible in almost every country.

Radio, television, and the.press are powerful instruments for

raising a public debate but are also intreasingly usedfor the

re-education of teachers. It would be particularly valuable if

.dio scripts could be designed nationally, or possibly en

internationally, to present the issues clearly and force ully
IS

with a view to leading on to more local discussion.

International Asiocts of Diffusion
pl

It is essential too that a continued flow of information `Mould

take piece between countries as well as within. them. 4he esco

Institute plays a useful role in this respect and its pro sed

publication Of a series of case studies on lifelong educ on

represents a modest contribution In this field.

SUMMARY

Possible diffusion activities are identified as:

(1) Setting up national commissions and discussion groups.

(2) Public seminars involving wide membership bringing to-

gether many separate interests involved in education.

r



V
(3) cguctured and detailed discus ns within curriculum

development rontres and indicated by them for wider

groups of education workers.

(4) Discussion within in-service teacher education courses

(new-mate-r-ials-ace-neededi---

(5) Discussion within in- service training of teachers in a

variety of contexts.

(6) Discussion provoked by the dia, aimed both at

educational workers and the community (design of

scripts necessary) .

(7) Exchange of information at an international

through ease studies as well as, more general reports.

II. RESEARCH

An important aspect of the initiaP7process of discussion is

,
the identification of areas in each system where informa-

tion is lacking and may be collected, together with consid-

eration of who might collect it, through What means and .

methods and how they may/Use it 050 it is available.

Two aspects in Particular-were Identified, the context

and the means for change. In each case it was stressed ihlt

information could be collectecrat a variety of different

levels from the full time resea worke; engaged in funda-

. mental research to tht individu i teacher or student work-

ing Within a local community.

gr)



The Context for Change

;

The need to yndertake evaluation of current curricula from a

new viewpoint V already been mentioned. Objectives, content,

methods, materials.and evaluation procedures may all be sub-

jected to scrutiny..Equally important are studies of the soci-

ety itself, of languages used and at&itudes to them, of moti-

vational structures within societies, attitudes to individual

or group achievement, of learning styles traditionally used

and attitudn towards the acquisition of knowledge.

To thAope(abstract studies listed abOve must be added the4

collection ansynthesis of information about what is actually

happening within, the society: what forms of education are at

present being employed' especially in the,non-formal sector;

who provides them and for whom; how widely they are known

about and by whom; and how they are regarded. The collection

of such information is as valuable at the local as it is at

the national levell. A-teacher or student 4ho undertakes a

,e study of the styles and forms of learning present within a .

local society not only advances the growth of knowledge through

adding to it a dimension which only his personal experience can

achieve, but also increases his own awareness and receptiveness

towards lifelong education.
.

The Means of Change

Information ,needs to be collected about the resources within
. communities (and they are considerable) together with apprais-

als of the facilities available for coordinatiorf and coopera-

tion between sepa;ate educational facilities and an examina-
.

8'i
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, . tion Of possible "points of entry" from which change could be

in tiated. As previously indicated, such studies art applic-

ab e both for a national committee or national institute but

equally so for local colleges, or local "development commit-

tees".
1

International Aspects of Research

Information whose value extends beyond national systems needs

to be shared and some (though not sufficient) facilities exist

for this purpose. The role of institutions like the African

Bureau of Educational Sciences has already been mentioned. The

Unesco institute in Hamburg also has a role both in acting as

a clearing house and rn making available research reports of

its own projects. Its current work on Lifelong Education and

Evaluation of School Curriculum clearly has considerable re-

levance.

SUMMARY

Research activities are both possible and desirable at

many levels. They may include:

(1) Studies of the context for lifelong education including

re-examination of all aspects of current curricula and

studies of ways of learning, attitudes to learning and

alternative paths to learning within present societies.

,(2T Studies of the means of change, including resources,

facilities for coordination and possible points of en-

try.

(3) International cooperation in reporting projects and

findings (a role for the Unesco Institute).

r



III. DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

)

Although countries are rightly wary of embarking upon widespread

changes in education without trial or evaluation, they are often

willing to ipvest experimental projects. This willingness in-

creases as disillusionment with current patterns of education

grows. The advantage of a development project is that it allows

for a relatively fundamental change to be put into effect fairly

quickly and without very great commitment. Its disadvantage lies

in the fact that the more sweeping the change the more difficult

It may be to replicate. Development projects take many forms and

could involve the following:

(1) Vain:ous forms of vertical or horizontal integration of

educational factlitiee within a limited area.

The development school project in Indonesia provides a

good example as do community education projects within

Tanzania.2 The prospect of resettlement or opening up

new lands as in the Pahang Tengarra Development Project

in Malaysia offers an excellent opportunity of setting

up a operating model free from the restraints of current

orga isational patterns.

jk .(2) Trial curricula, materials and media (including curricula

for teacher preparation).

Possibilities for alternative patterns are very wide,

ranging from limited schemes of subject integration to

whole scale remodelling of curricula for particularlev-

els. Within countries represented a wide variety of pro -

jects. are under way, which, though not necessarily con-

ceived directly In response to the ideailif lifelong edu-

cation nevertheless embody many of Its principles. The

Namutamba rural education project in Uganda has already

8t;
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been mentioned; on a much larger scale are the trial pro-

grammes; developed by the IPAR3 in the Cameroon. In Kenya

curricula are being developed aimed towards increasing

the development of those practical manipulative skills

so necessary to enhance the educability of the rural

child.

Various trial programmes of teacher education exist

including a very significant international project based

on the Unesco Institute in which six teachers' colleges

in five countries (including two institutions In-India

and one from Singapore) have introduced experimental

curricula in varied forms and are attempting to evaluate

change in performance and attitudes of their students as

a result.

Additional alternative possibilities exist for:the

.controlled triai of various forms of educational Media

from books to.radio and television aimed towards de-

veloping educability, changing learning styles and pro=

rooting integration. Some developmental work exists here

in Indonesia and the Philippines (coordinated by the

SEAMEO'regional cen;re INNOTECH
4
) where effective loW

cost means for mass primary education are being examined.

Development schemes involving the trial of alterna-

tive methods of assessment are also possible, butt however

educationally desirable these may be they are likely

to encounter social and political pressure and may con-

sequently prove difficult to launch.

SUMMARY

Development schemes (involving limited trial and evalua-'

tion of new approaches) are desirable and many are in

op retrain. Schemes can profitably concentrate on:
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(1) Integration of educational oppoituhities fordiffeeini

categories of learners - dealing with_LLoated-numbers of

limited geographical areas.

(2) Curricular innovations of various kinds - involving trial

programmes, new approaches to materials and media, new

patterns of assessment, new approaches to the preparation

of teachers.

IV. LIMITED CHANGES

Once the idea of lifelong 'education is accepted as a desirable

direction of change (rather than as an alternative which must

be accepted or rejected) then the identification of steps

along the desired path is posiible. Such steps may be long or

short and may legitimately be made by those who have rittle

intention of trlvelling down the whole road.

Many TAliances were cited of steps already taken and many

suggestions made of further' limited changes that were both

desirable and possible. In the short time. available no attempt

was made to be exhaustive, neither does the list which follows

purport to include everything reported at the seminae; but it

does indicate the very wide range of actions possible. It will

be noted that each of the changes suggested involves making a

larger or smaller policy decision and usually, the provision

of finance and'personnel,to a greater or lesser degree. In

many ,cases taking the decision involves the replacing or cur-

tailment of some other structure or activity within the exist-

ing system. For example if it were considered desirable for

teachers in training each to make a spe1cial study of opportuni-

lJ



Table-4

Some Limited Changes

Direction of Change

Promoting a Dabata

I. Setting up national seminars, national commissions and study groups.

2. Setting up local study groups or their equivalent.

3. Allocating time and resources for the study of lifelong education in schools,
colleges and inservice programmes.

4. Writing, translating, producing, recommending books,,units of study,
radio programmes. I

Sitting up machinery to plan and coordinate

1. Devising integrated structures for planning education at national, local or curriculum
centre level.

alternatively

2. Promoting coordinating machinery at the same levels (usually through board
or committee structure).

Facilitating the gathering iof information

1. Setting up machinery land funding ?esearcti at various levels relevant to basic
education and lifelon education. '

2. Allocating time and r sources to such study within school and teacher
education programm .

, (:8 ii
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Example of a step towards this

1. National seminar held (Malaysia).

2. Discussions promoted with teachers union, local education offers, local government
and community organisations (Indonesia).

3. Insertion of a unit "lifelong education" in Principles of Education syllabus in teachers
colleges to promote both discussion and practical action.

4. Production of a local edition of "readings" i.e. from Learning To Be and UIE Monographs.

1. Structure of Ministry revised to incorporate wider functions (Alge/ria). Curriculum
centre set up with responsibilities for both school and adult education (Uganda).

2. Coordinating board set up for all out-of-school education (Kenya)

.1. University Institute undertakes to prepare an Inventory of alternative learning
systems within the community (Nigeria).

2. Report on education within my local community" required of all teachers in
training and evaluated.

Where examples given reflect a step actively taken, the relevant country is
cited. In other cases examples are taken from proposals made by seminar members.

r

4.
N
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Promoting desirable curriculum change in basic education

1. Evaluating current curricula in the light of the goals of lifelong education.

2. Formulating and issuing statements of objectives.

3. Accepting elements of flexibility, diversity apd integration within c iculum
plans, teaching and learning styles and use of teaching and learning materials
in place of a more rigid official programme of studies.

4. Promoting desirable changes in evaluation policies and techniques.

Accepting alternative structures in the school system

1. Promoting flexibility in time, age and stage particulary in respect of basic education.

2. Promoting structural links between schoOl and adult education.

Modifying programmes of teacher education

1. Modifying curricula.

2. Accepting alternative structures.

91
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1 Re-evaluation of goals of primary education undertaken by Ministry of Education (Fiji).

2. Formal statement issued on the role of the school in relation to the local
community (Zambia).

3. (I) Unit structure in primary science replaces formal syllabus.
(ii) Individualised reading scheme developed and recommended.
(in) Children's magazine published regularly (Saudi Arabia).
(iv) School and community Join in programmes of community work (Iraq)
(v) TV programmes of educational value e.g. health, designed for viewing

together by different age groups (Kuwait)'.

4. (ik Standardised tests for reading developed (Ghana).
Oil Diversified forms of pupil evaluation in place of a single form of evaluation

through examination accepted.
(iii) Self-evaluation materials developed in mathematics

1 (I) Two year alternative programme of basic education for older learners initated (Iraq).
(ii) Ungraded elementary school developed OaudiArabia). 0

2. (i) School buildings tired for adults. Adults from 'the community invited Into
the school to teach special skills (Uganda).

(ii) ''Rural education centres" used for basic education through radio (Pakistan).

1. College curricula redesigned to reflect greater emphasis on skill training,vdividual and
interlearning.

2. (I) New flexible programmes of teacher improvement initiated (Afghanistan).
(ii) Advisory centres for teachers opened (Kenya).
(iii) Entry into teachers colleges made possible for community teachers other than

school teachers (Ghana).

9
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ties for and attitudes fo education in their local community,

some of the conventional factual Content of Education courses

would have 4111e omitted to allow for this activity to be per-

formed satisactorily.

A selection of actions taken or recommended by seminar mem-

bers is summarised in:Table 4.

SUMMARY

Once desirable directions of change have been established

towards facilitating lifelong education a number.of steps

towards these directions may be taken, great or small ac-

cording to the needs of the system and the-constraints,

operating against change.

Each step represents observable progress and leads on

towards the next one, but every step requires an adminis-

trative- decision and usually some human and financial in-

vestment. %..-

Steps have been identified towards:

(1) Promoting a debate. -

(2) Setting up machinery to plan and coordinate.

(3) Facilitating the gathering of information.

(4) Promoting desirable curriculum change in basic education.

(5) Accepting alternative structures in the school system.

(6) Modifying programmes of teacher education.

Conclusion

Palicipants met to share ideas. There was-140100tention that

this seminar should efficiently retommen olicy changes or

issue resolutions. Some modest tory:lit:re is were, however,

made. The Hamburg Institute would continue its diffusion
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activities through publication of results of its ongoing pro-
.

jects and possibly through regional meetings or seminars link-

ing countries with similar problems. Participating countries

undertook to keep the Institute aware of new activities and in

particular of suitable subjects foqpits case studies. Addition-

al immediate diffusion activities 'would also be organised by

many countries following the seminar.

Yet the most important result of the week was that justa

little more clarity had been given to a very significant but

very complicated idea and its Importance as a master concept

further clarified. On the one hand it was realised that a

sudden and dramatic change Of policy towards an educational

system based on the principles of lifelong education was

hardly likely to be feasible in developing countries. luiti

apart from the quite staggering implications,oninanpower; '

money, materials and reform, and the fact that the resis-

tance of eduCitional conservatism must be slowly and pain-

fully broken down over the years, there was the further re-

alisation that since the ability to profit from lifelong

education depends on the attitude in a.learning society and

the attitudes bf individuals within that society, it is not

merely a Matter of governments providing new educatlional- op-

portunitles but equally of individuals and groups seeking

and wanting to seek further enlightenment: No single stroke

of government policy will,achieve this. Commitment to the

idea is bound to be piecemeal, partial and slow.

But at the same time it was realised that earlier scepti-

cism about the adaptability of ideas of lifelonlieducation

in developing countries was equally misplaced. Arguments that

the concept Was too vague, too utopian,"too costly to prove

of practical value held little validity once the meaning of
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^inaster concept was fully grasped, one we began -talking of new

directions, new perspectivedi individual initiatives and modest

rdalisable changes rather than great grandiose revisions of

policies.

Indeed to return at the end of thisreport to the great edu-

cational problems cited in Chapter 1 (pages 9 to 14), perhaps

in ever), instancege perspective of lifelong .education was

seen to have added just a Ale light,to their solution.

This is because the new perspective contributes towards

breaking down categories in society by giving individuals the

will and means to break out of them, towards developing new and

more rational definitions of quality and relevance and, finally,

towards a'notion of efficiency which uses more resources better.

And as for the wider and more pniyersal human problems, is it '

not reasonable to suppose that in a world beset by crises which

in the finil analysis must be sotvgd by the will and the efforts

of individuals and groups within societies rather than by poli-

tical rhetoric, an eduyational orientation which invites iearn-,

ers to go forth and look for solutions is more likely to provide

salvation than one which suggests that-they troop hopefully .to

school in the expectation that governments will there feed them

with all,the,answers.

;

.
NOTES

i

%_

lr

1. Already the establishment of suh committees is underway or

under discussion in manl'.areas, '.g. in Finland, and indi-

vrclual' country reports from participadls stressed repeatedly

the need foi- such coordination facilities et-locallevel.
.

400
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2. See description .of the Ruvuma Development Project in H.

Houghton b P. Tregear Community-Schobls in Developing Coun-

tries. Hamburg: Unesco iii'titute for Education, 1969. A film

"ComOunity Schools in Tanzania" has also recently be released

by the Tanzanian Ministry of, information.

3. Instituts de Pidagogie Appliquie a Vocation flurale.

4. The Regional Centreof Educational innov'ation and Technology

'-in Saigon set up by the South East Asian Ministers of Educa-

tion Organisation.

J
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APPENDIX A

-a

5-014E-CONtEPT-CHARA ERISTI OF tffEt0HG-fOUCATiON

Twentyetoncept characteristics have been tentatively Identified

by R. H. Dave and were first published in Monograph 1 in this

series, Lifelong Education and School acriculum (pp. 14-25).

They are reproduced here since they formed an important basis

for discussions during the seminar. .

ts 1. The three basic terms upon which the meaning of the Concept
is based are "life", "lifelong" and "education'. The mean-
ing attached to these terms and the interpretation given to
them Largely determine the scope and meaning of lifelong
education.

These terms4that constitute the composite term "lifelong

education" require detailed elucidation. The terms "life" and

"education" are themselves very comprehensive and multidimen-'

stone!. The variation in the meaning of these terms in dif-

ferent societies
a
and at different.times results Invvarious

modaditles in the operational meaning of lifelong education.

Also, the view held regarding the relationship between edu-

cation and learning is very crucial. This determines the dif-

ferences, if any, between life -long education and lifelong

learning. The term "Ilfeiong" is very significant as tt in-

dltates the time-span of learning:Lifelong education begins

with the beginning of life and ends'with the,end of life. It

subsumes all stages and aspects of human development and the

varied roles that individuals have to play at each stage.

9'I'
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2. Education does not terOdnate at the end of form2 4
...schooling but it is a lifelong process. Lifelong edu-
eation,covers the; entire life -spar. of an individual.

Education should no longer be treatecras synonymous

* with,formal schooling, as is often done in practice, per-
,4

_

haps inadvertently. Furthermore, formal adtxation acquired,

.during childhood and youth is not adequate to save-oneself

from7prafeWonal-dsWell as cultural. obsolescence during

the .later period in, life. The need for extending the

process of socialisation throughout the period of life ih

a planned manner is becoming more.acute. Extension' of edu-

cation throughout the life5lipan has also become essential

to reduce the inter-generational gap that hai emerged as

another new problem in a swiftly changing society. There

is also a problem of the intra-generational gap which is

the consequence of unequal educational opportunities and

other factors. This4can aqo be taken care of to a large

extent, by making education open and non-terminal. This is

not to say that formal education does not stop till the

last day of the individual's life, This only implies that

.the attitude and habit of lifelong learning are to be

inculcated in people and a learning environment is to be

generated in the society so that it is.transformedYinto a

learning and growing society. Formal lierning is not go-

ing to be continuous, but it is the access to learning at

any time in the life of an individual according'to-the

felt need that really matters.

'3. Lifelong education is not confined to adult education
but it encompasses and unifies all stages of education
- pre-primary, prifnary) secondary and so forth. Thus
it seeks to view education in its totality.

98-
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It is often stated that lifelong education begins when for-

mal education in school or university is -completed and that it

is for adults alone. There is a historical reason whyilifelong

edlicatTOn Ts vrewet-by-some-as-a-programme-of-conttnulng_leatar

ing during adulthood. However, the view that lifelong educa-

Lion Includes a-H--etages-of-education-ls-nose...radelyaccer.

4. Lifelong education includes both formal and non-formal pat-

terns of education, planned as well as incidental learning.

Education according to this element of the concept is no

longer confined to institutionalised learning. It includes'all

stages, aspects and situations of personally and socially de-

sired learning and thus attains the widest possible meaning.

Out-of-school education is an integral part of total educa-

tion. In essence, this concept includes the whole continuum

of situations for purposeful learning ranging from well-

planned and institutionalised learning to non-institation-

alised and incidental learning.

5. The home plays the first, most subtle and crucial role in

initiating the process of lifelong learning. This continues

throughout the entire life-span of.an individual through a

process of family learning.

The interaction between the members of the family,constelia-

tion, the home management, the life style of the family and

other factors constituting the educational environment, in the

home are very important in lifelong education. In fact, the

home, a primary social institution, becomes an educative agen-

cy which initiates the learning' process and continues it

throughout the lifetime of an individual who finds himself in

different roles and configuration's as time passes.
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6, The conrunity also plays an inwortant role in the system of
lifelong education right fro,- the time the child begins to
interact with it, and continues its educative fnation both
in professional and general areas throughout life.

the_lerm.1tuoranurd-op-i-s.-vefy-comprenentree. ft-includes--

neighbourhood, peer groups, kinship-groups1-sotlo-cu4tural-and
litical

t forth. It also includes industries, oommercial enterprises,

public administration and all other places of work where the

individual continues.to learn in a planned or incidental man-

ner. Similarly, religiOus institutions, and organisations for

social welfare are included under the communlvii. The media

for mass communication such as newspapers, radio and TV are

alSo a part of the community that have a vital share in the

process of lifelong education. Thus the whole range of social

structures is brought into play in providing a vast variety

of learning systems for every member of the community to de-

velop himself and participate creatively in the development

- of others.

7. AeOenetitutione of education like schools, universities
° . and training centres are of course irsportant, but only

4 one of the agelloiee for lifelong education. They no
longer, enjoy the monopoly for educating the people and
can no longer exist in isolation from other educative
ag;nciee in the society.,

Thus formal spooling is only a part of total education

and, as such, it has to be integrated with other educative

agenciessond activities. The aspirations of lifelong educa-

tion cannot be fully.realised without eliciting the iftive

participatton of,a variety of potentially educative.agen-
.

.cies existing outside the special Institutions established

for education pich as the school. This position calls for

. 1r tl
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the reinterpretation of the role of the specially contrived

system of education including schools, universities, and other

institutions of formal education is-8-vis other educative

14zgenctes. Such an analysis hs 1 rtant-for Identifying the

relative and complementary functions of_the so-called formal',

a t inf,rrt,al -systems-erf-edueat+orr-i-n- ths-perspeet-i-re-o-f-I-4e

long learning.

a

8. Lifelong education seeks continuity and articulation along
the vertical oh,Zongitudina dimension.

v7 Ea'ch stage of human life involves learning so that optimum

growth and a sense of fulfilment for that stage in life are

attained. It further attempts to prepare for the next*stage(s)

and for accomplishing a higher quality of personal, social,

and professional life. To achieve these purposes, continuity

and articulation along the vertical dimension of education are

essential.

9. Lifelong education also seeks integration at its horizontal
and depth dimensions at every stage in life,

For any particular stage in life, integration between the

physical, intellectual, affective and spiritual atpects.of,

life is necessary for fill] development of personality. Such

an integration i,s also required for performing personal, so-

cial, and professional roles in a harmonious manner and for

taking care of all tasks tinging from the simplest to the most

complex ones in an optimally effective manner.

10
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10. Contrary to the elitist form of education, Zi lorg educa-
tion is univerial i>. _character. It represents democratisa-
tion of education..

Education, according to the new construct, Is no longer the

prerogative for a few. equality of access to edudatia for all

is provided at any stage in life, the chief critrionof eligi-

billty being one's capacity to profit from it. Dfiring the p3st

several decades the main effort the world-over-was-to-uni-versel------

ise primary education. In the new educational sCene,-effor'ts

will have to be made to universalise lifelong education. In

these efforts He the seeds of democratisation pf education and

the consequent fulfilment of an important human right. This

ideal might call for a different strategy for lechnologically

less advanced' countries compared to that of th others.

11. Lifelong education is characterised-by itsl flexibility and
diversity in content, learning tools and sohniques, and
time ofjearning.

A system of lifelong eduCation breaks awa from a monolith-

ic, uniform, and rigid system of education. Ik allows learning

t

to take place at one's own pace and time and ccordIng to one's

own areas of interest. It responds to the div rse needs and

circumstances of,

el4

individuals. As knowledge pands and new

skills develop, diversity in the content and [form of learning

increases and the process of learning becomes individualised

and self-directed. As one acquires skills anJ understanding

about one's own learning, one moves towards elf-learning and

self-directed learning. Even in the progra mmi of group- learn-

ing, which will be needed for specific purpo es, the individ-

ual participates to an Increasing degree In eciding the con-
,

tent and tools of learning. Rigid entry req irements, formal

1 0
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certificates, and such other things that come in the way of

allowing individuals to pursue their new interests and develop

their full potentiality are to be replaced by a flexible, unre-

strictive, and open education system.

12_,Lifelong_aducation is a4namic approach to education which
allows adaptation of materials and media of learning as and
when new developments take place.

, Lifelong eduoption is geared to the needs of a changing so-

ciety. It is sensitive to change and absorbs new developments

in the content of learning as well as in educational technology.

It enables individuals to adapt themselves to the changing world

and also prepares them for creative participaLlon in the pro-

/ cess'of change. This characteristic is closely connected with

-"the qualities of flexibility' and diversity of lifelong educa-

tiOn.

13. Lifelong education allows alternative patterns and forma of
acquiring education.

This characteristic is again intimately linked with the

characteristics of flexibility, diversity, and dynamism. In

order to make lifelong education a practical reality, alterna-

tive ways of acquiring education are necessary In place of the

full-time, institutionalised and teacher-centred form of learn-

,Ing. Recent developments like own-time learning, sandwich pro-

grammes, evening classes, week-end courses, newspaper courses,

correspondence courses, open ,universities, radio and TV courses,

video-taped lessons, computer -aided instruction and a host of

others are examples of alternative patterns of education. Al-

ternative learning strategies such as independent individual=

103.
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ised learning by programmed instruction and other techniques,

formal and guided learning in small groups on projects, inform-

al leallning in small groups like study circles or in large

groups like community meetings, and combinations of various

leiinIng-strategies are examples oE-alternitive foiirs of ac0-
.:

ing education. inus, creation of a variety of educationaj/af-

rangelearning strate -and

adoption of new technologies of communication to t the edu-

cational needs - both known and un-known - of individual

and the society characterise the concept of felong education.

14. Lifelong education has two b componente: general and
professional. These compo 8 are not completely differ-
ent from each other but ar inter-related and interactive
in'nature.

On account of scienttfic, technological and other advance-

:ments, many profession /are directly influenced in one foam or

another. Some other professions are indirectly influenced' by

these changes. Consequently, new learning is required for main...,

taining profes onal efficiency. New Job - skills have to be in-

culcated, n ,attitudes formed and new understandings acquired

as and whe,, suclichanges come about. Out the socio-economic,

political and sci-tech changes also influence everyday life,

generate a new culture in the society, produce new value sys-

tems, change the extent and pattern of leisure, inflUence

0e-expectancy, alter life-roles, and so'forth. All these

/call for the development of new life-skills, the modification

of beliefs and attitudes from time to time; and the updating

of information almost continuously in one aspect of daily life

or another. Hence, lifelong education in the general and cul-

tural domain is etsential. The quantum And quality of such
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education depends upon various factors like social and geograph-

ical mobility, economic development, and socialisation of tech-

nology. Thus, for proper adaptation to the ever-modernising

world and for creative participation in a rapidly changing so-

_ciety, both general_ -well as professiona

education are becomin-§ increas g y

quired in A formal or non-formal, planned or incidental manner

as the case may be.

15. The adaptive and innovative Anctione of the individual and
the society are AlfYlled through lifelong education.

Lifelong learning, in Its varying Levels of complexity, has

always existed since the dawn of the human race for the fulfil-
..

ment of ansadaptive function. Man, at any point in history, re-

quired continuation'of learning on account of biological and

environmental and external changes that brought new life prob-
t!

}ems for adaptation and survival. Any amount of formal educa- ,

tico during childhood and youth teas never sufficient to take

care of the educative function throughout life. Theyrocess of

lifelong learning In some form was therefore always operative.

Such learning was often unconscious, incidental and problem-

oriented. Some societies created various customs, traditions

and life-styles to acquire lifelong learning in a more natural')

and effortless manner. The rapid and incessant changes of the

present time have simply accentuated the need for lifelong edu-

cation since life problems have become more complex and certain

problems, demand a systematic and multi - disciplinary approach to

tackle them. Consquently, a global consciousness has grown 'for

the nelId of every individual to adapt to social, economic, po-

litical, industrial and ecological changes apart from physio-
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logical and psychological ones. Adaptation to external forces

calls for adjustment In the inner life. Hence, lifelong educe-

/Ion is aimed at self-realisation, self-fulfilment, and the

full,est development of personality. For.this purpose, a passive

adaptionas ooviously_not enough. The process-reciLires-innova-

ve an creative participation in the enhancement.of cultural,

viewed in the context of the modern world, greatly

emphasises the innovative function besides the adaptive one.

16. Lifelong-education carries out a corrective fUnction: to
take care of the shortcomings of the existing system of .

education.

The present system of.education is under serious cilticism

for its lack of relevanceto life, for its lack,of meaningful-

ness for the young, for producing disinterest in learning, for

its isolation from the community, for its examination-ridden

character, for its indifference to out-of-school experiences

and so forth. Lifelong education is expected to act as a cor-

rective measure by merging school and out- of-schooI education

in a horizontal continuum, by linking education in the home,'"

school, and society in a vertical continuum for fullest posh

sible human growth, by making all education participatory as

well as preparatory, by paying full regard to theIndidual's

needs, problems and levels of growth, by reforming the outmod-

ed system of examination, graduation and certification, by

stressing learning rather than teaching, and so on.

17. The ultimate goal of lifelong education is to maintain and
improve the quality of life.

10
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_The meaning of the term "quality of life" depends on the

value system of a society. It depends upon the political lystem,

concept-of-the-good lifet_social_beliefs and_traditions, econom-

ic situation, and many other factors. white there are still

:many differences_LegArffiD41 The notion -life -and dif

rences m t e lying con I

i-ti-sr-learthat_t.he_humanconnunity_on Ois_"spaceship earth"

has in many respects come closer than ever before. This is on
-

account of the new means of transport and communication, the

emergence of international organisations and sevrral other

factors. it is true that some countries.are struggling hard to

achieve a basic minimum level of economic growth to improve the

sub-standardlife of their people whereas some others have a

problem of effective utilisation of increasing leisure. Amidst

this stark reality of the present day world there exists a

universal need for peace, a desire to coupteract the dehuman-

ising influence of technology, and an urgent:ftetessity to pre-

vent pollution of air and water which are a common and limited

property of all people on this planet irrespective of the terri-

torial boundaries of individual countries. These add many other

factors like the population explosion and the indiscriminate ex-

ploitation of limited natural resources play a major role In

carving out a commorl core of values representing' the quality of

human life on this globe. There are of course some variations

in certain aspects of life In different parts of the world, but

ultimately, the personal and social good of all people has to

be achieved and enhanced. Lifelong education, in its ultimate

analysis, aims at this lofty ideal.

18. There are,chree major prerequisites for lifelong education,
namely, opportunity, motivation, and educability.

,
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Adequate opportunity for both formal and non-formal learn-

ing in professlonal as well as general sectors is an important

prerequisite. For many kinds of learning a rich educative envi-

Conmeie trithe home, community and educati6nfl institutions is

necessary. Here_learning must be-as natural and effortless as

possiole._ Apart trom incidental learning, a variety_of_provi-

sionc in the fnrm of naid study leave, In-ser-v4-ce-p rogfemmes,

on-the-Job training, etc. will be necessary to create ample

opportunities for learning at any time in life. Once the op- .p

portunities are created,'the individuals must have a desire to

learn: Lifelong education becomes more and more self-education

and self'-directed education as the ptrson develops himself from

stage to stage. A strong will to profit from educational oppor-

tunities for all-sided development is therefore an essential

Ingredient for makirit lifelong education a practical reality.

For this, lifelong education should consider the feit'needs

of the individuals. The process of education itself should

4--further motivate the learner to continue learning. Educability j

' is the thiremaJor prerequisite to achieve the aspirations of

lifelong education. Educability is the readiness to profit from

learning opportunities. It includes skill in the techniques of

learning, ability to' plan and implement one's own prograrrneDof

;earning, ability to utilise effectively different tools anal

media of learning, ability to carry out independent learning

with self-reliance and confidence, ability tosrofit from inter-

learning in a group or inducted learning of a formal system,

ability to select from and take advantage of a variet-iliof learn-

ing strategies and situations, ability for self-evaluation of

progress, and so forth,,Education, in one 'sense, becomes a pro-

cess for the enhancement of educability, and In the other, uti-

lises educability for producing recurrent learnlng at different

.rt
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stages of life and in diverse areas of growth.

19. Lifelong education is dn'organising principle for all edu-

cation.

Al a theoretical level, the construct of lifelong educa-

tion provides an organising principle for all education, since

it encompasses all levels, forms and contents of education. As

a princip14, this principle deals first of all with fife,

where the individual, society and the physical environment are

considered. it'then deals with development and change through-

out.the li'le,!periodtand these include differAt stages of

human development; different aspects of development such as

physical, intellectual, social, vocational, etc.; and general

as well as unique roles that every individual has to plaivin

different situations and at different times in the life-spant

In order to accomplish optimum development and age by edu-

cational processes, different foundations and contents of

education are considered. All these complex considerations

when put together in a cohesive manner provide; theoretical

framework for lifelong education. '

4

)

20. At the operational level, lifelong. education provides a to-

tal systert of all education.

Ultimately, the theoretical concept of lifelong education

whin operatlonalised provides a comprehensive system of educa-

tion. This new educational arrangement encompasses all leal'n-

ing systems for the full life-span'of every Individisal. From

an operational point of view therefore, lifelong education is

concelvedas a.:system of education. Thit should be the system '

Wy
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of all education because of the all-embracing nature of the xon-

cept. The system of lifelong education draws its guidelines from

its theoretical framework. An operational framework of the sys-

tem of lifelong education includes a whole complex of goals; as-

sumptions; formal and non-format patterns of education in the

home, schooi and community; educational management including

'planning, structures, organisation, finance, eeb.; and the entire

technology of education including objectives, learning strategies,

means and media of learning, evaluation procedures
and so on. A

theoretical cum operational framework should provide total

perspective for lifelong education.

4
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APPENbIX B

THE BASIC CYCLE OF STUDY

The following extract is reprinted, with permission, from the

Final Report of the meeting of seventeen leading educators on

"The Basic Cycle of Study", under the chairmanship of Dr. Prem

Kirpal (India), held at UNESCO House, Palis, from 24-29 June, ,

1974 to discuss issues involved in the establishment of a basic

cycle of studies, in pursuance of the provisions made in the

work'plan under resolution 1.221 adopted by the General Con-

ference at its seventeenth session. (Dod. ED-74/CONF. 622/5).

II. THE ORIGINS OF THE NOTION OF A BASIC CYCLE OF EDUCATION

6. The concept of a basic cycle of education has emerged as a
4

response to a need in many countries of the world. The need

for a profound transformation in educational systems has been

felt in recent years and is reflected in important changes in

public policies for education.

7. Until quite recently, education systems were characterized

by several successive levels one on top of the other. Be-

cause they had been established at different dates, the various

levels were mutually independent and self-contained; therhad

different objectives and they served different social classes.

Examinations and other selective procedures served as effec-

tive barriers between stages and the student moved up in the

system only in so far as his intellectual performance - or the
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evaluation made of it - and his social, economical and cultur-

al background permitted. He hid no right to education in the

full sense of the term. From the start of hi's school experience

his progress was determined by the quality of primary educa-

tion he happened to receive and by the particular "stream" or,

ability group to which he was assigned. Academic or general

education enjoyed greater prestige than technical or vocation -'

al education. This rather simplified deicriTtion of education

asi-t--exisietlAn_many countries only a few decades ago, began

to change under the influence of several factors.

8. First, the demand for a more democratic provision of edur

cation was felt in many countries, where education was

seen by the ordinaiy people as a passport to economic success

and social promotion. Citizens claimed education as a right

/and goverilments accepted an obligation to provide it more

liberally. Democratization was seen as entailing more equal

opportunity in terms of access to knowledge and of chances'of

4 "success. There was increasing pressure for equal opportunities

for the children of all socio-economic groups. It was also re-/

cognized that equality sometimes called for diversification in

order to meet the special needs of groups or individuals or to

compensate for the initial handidaps of the under-privileged.

9. A secAd factor responsible for change was the explosion

of knowledge which saw the mass of knowledge doubling

every decade, and the need for knowledge in everyday life con-
1

% tinually increasing,' This led to demands Or a longer period

of schooling- to equip

'eople

better for

jet

in a more techno-

logical world. It began to be recognized 4t education shol10,

be a continuous process. At this point, the concept of primary':

l'i
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or elementary education gave way to the notion of a basic

cycle of education of flexible duration intended to provide

enrichment for life in 'the perspective of life-long education.

10. It should be noted that the concept of a basic cycle of

education is linked with the broadly recognised need to

provide a stronger basis of general knowledge which will make

it possible for the student to profit from vocational train-

ing and employ pent in more complex jobs. It should also help

individuals to achieve the occupational mobility rendered

necessary by rapidly- developing -technology and changing

occupation'al profiles. Specialization has therefore to be

postponed. Ahother important part of the concept is that

each individual should participate actively in community de-

velopment and decision-making. Everybody must be. adequately

prepared to assume their civic responsibility. Therefore

greater emphasis is placed on education fol. Zmpetent and

active citizenship.

-11. in a large number of countries there has been a long-felt

need for a type of basic education which would help so-

ciety to absorb the, products of the education system and do

away with the problem of unemployed school le0ers.

12. These are some of the factors which have led to the devel-

opment of the concept of a baste cycle of education. It

obviously entails much more than adding a few years Of school-

ing to primary education. The basic cycle embodies new aims

which must be reflected in new content, and new approaches to

the educational procepS and new educational structures.

L3
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13. Therefore it seems worth while, in the light of the expe-

rience of a number of countries, to identify the problems'

raised by the establishment of a basic cycle,in the perspec-

tive of life-long education.

111. EVIDENCE AVAILABLE ON THE BASIS OF NATIONAL EXPERIENCgS

14. The factors which have led to the formation of the concept

of a basic cycle of education and to its adoption by a

growing number of countries have been summarized above. It ap-

pears that there is a visible trend towards the establishment

of such a cycle, the need for which is perceived with varying

degrees of awareness and which varies in pattern according to

national situations.

15. If goes without saying that the situation of the basic

cycle depends upon the policy goals of the countries con-

cerned, upon their educational and cultural traditions, upon

the nature of their economy ancrthe available material and

hYMOD_resburces. In particular, the concept of a basic cycle

has somewhat different connotations according to the specific

situation and level of [development of countries.

16. But it must be understood that the basic cycle of educa-

tion cannot be defined mainly in terms of duration, either

as a minimum provision or as an addition of a few years of

schooling to the provision already in existence. The establish-

ment of a basic cycle,implies a wi)1 to do away with strati-

fied self-contained levels. It appears that one can speak of

the basic cycle of education only if and when, pecific alms
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are clearly conceived and translated in terms of new education-

al content and structures.

17. While having specific aims, the basic cycle of education

is by definition a first phase of the educational process

in the perspective of life-long education. it Should be seen

as part of the whole and to provide education that can be ter-

minal in many cases for the majority of those receiving it

while at the same time preparing for further education.

18. if one defines the basic cycle of studies in terms of aims,

it appears justified not to restrict it to formal educa-

tion. The aims which justify its adoption as a first part of

'the,school systim, may make it equally necessary to provide

for those young people and adults who did not benefit or did

not benefit sufficiently from school attendance. Therefore the

notion of a basic cycle of education should be interpreted In

a broad way as applying to the world of adults is well as of

children.

19. Since the basic cycle of education cannot be identified

with an extended period of primary education, one should

also assume that It is_aimed at providing a kind of education

different from thi traditional type of primary school. It

should use considerable flexibility of methods, combine gen-

eral access and diversity, and tap extensively. the various'

educational resources of the community. It should also close-

ly relate school learning to out-of-school experience, and to

the world of work through a two-way relationship between edu-

cation and society, and le-deeply rooted in the social, cul-

tural and physical environment of the child and the adult.
,4.
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All this tend; to suggest a type of education which widely dif-

fers from the one usually provided at school.

IV. AIRS OF THE BASIC CYCLE

20. The main aim is to help each man and woman to take 'charge

of his or her own life. For this, the person needs confi-

dence built on competencies and on an introduction to the

range of the main ways of human thinking, feeling, and expres-

sion, as well as sore knowledge of his culture and of the so-

cial, economic and political controls affecting him (whether

or not they seem to lie within his power to influence them).

21. Regarding the latter kinds knowledge: almost anywhere

in the world people gain some knowledge of the culture

and controls from their families, neighbours and perhaps grom

the media. They are much less likely to gain knowledge from

these unprofessional sources of how to crack the codes of read-

ing and writing, how to begin to use the language of mathemat-

ics, or of how to think at even the simplest level, in a scien-

tific manner. There are, additionally, two other major areas of

thinking and feeling, aesthetics and ethics, which may be ac-

'cessible from the social group, but commonly in only very re-

stricted or in prescriptive forms.

22. These areas, applied to living In the world to which each

person belongs, constitute the curriculum of the basic

cycle. It includes a core of.behaviour, knowledge, values and

experiences to enable tile individual to:

develop his individual-potentialitie to the full;

1.1.G
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actively participate in society through continued study
or introduction to the world of work and to the world of
culture;

be a productive, effective and happy citizen;

continue his life-long educatidn;

develop a creative personality and critical mind so that
he might, with understanding in co-operation with others,
contribute to the further development of a good.human so-
ciety for himself, his family and all other people of the
world;

achieve physical well-being and health.

23. What is studied in the basic cycle is rooted, in the

first instance, in local experience. A person learns his

world at first hand and gains in understanding by giving ex-

pression to his thought and feelings. The materials or,oppo-

tunities for basic study lie at 'hand: In language the basic

cycle involves experience of good clear speach and opportu-

nities for the expression of the person's thoughts area nec-

essary beginning, to be followed in most cultures'by reaOng

and writing of the mother tongue if this is a written

guage. Where it is not, oral work in a second language fol-

lowed by reading and writing in that tongue may be basic.

24. Mathematical thinking involves counaing, measuring of

distance, capacity, time, etc., and work on sets,.aver-

ages, percentages, etc., all based on the person's own ex-

perience.

25. Scientific work should similarly be based on first-hand

experiment and observation: the practical' study of locale

plants, insects and animals and of the human body; of the

soil, weather,_water and air.

1
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26.- Aesthetics Inciuds a variety of.forms of non-verbal ex-
.,

,pression. Some aesthetic subjects (such as Western mu-

sic) have a language: others call for appreciation as well as

for the person's own efforts at expression.

27. Some understanding of ethics can be gained by the experi-

ence of reflecting upon what life' (or school, or the vil-

lageor town) offers: of discussing these opportunities; of

making conscious choices between them and of accepting respon-

sibility for the consequences.
4-

,

28. Persons in the basic cycle need to recognize that the out-

come for them of the basIC cycle is largely in their own

hands: that theiv teachers are resources with whom to plan

their progress.

V. CONTENT, PRE-REQUISITES AND DURATION

AfThe content of basic c cle f educat ion

29. The content of the basic cycle f education raises a num-

ber of related problems.

30. One has to do with the definitio of a content that would

be common to various countries wi h widely differing con-

ditions. There is little chance that ny meeting could

achieve that and in any case it is for each country to trans-

late the aims of the basic cycle of ed cation into content In

the light of its own requirements and c ndltions.

118
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31. Another group of problems 'concerns methodology. Before ask-

ing oneself whether there can be colimon content for all

those in the basic education cycle in a "pa'rticular country, one

must first ask whether there should be a common content. Another

question is whether one should aim-at defining the common con-

tent of the basic cycle of education-in terms other than those

of desirable behaviours and outcomes. 1,f this were the case the

only problem would be to translate aims into desirable behav-

iours,, outcomes, skills and competencies.

32. Although a number of participants were of the opinion that

the content could not be defined specifically, some insisted

that a common content was most desirable and indicated certain

conditions which would make it possible to have such a common

content.

33. One condition is that the cycle be short. It is easier to

have a common core for a short cycle than for a long one.

Diversification and choice can be provided at a later stage. An-

other condition appears to be individualized learning which is

necessaey,for the successfu) development of the basic cycle of

education considering the different starting levels and rates of

progress. However individualized learning requires special ma-

tlerlOs,and teachers adequately trained to practice it,

34. The conflict between those who do not believe In the possi-

bility of a common content and those in favour of it appear*

to be eased by the definition which can be given of a content.

There is complete agreement that the function of a basic cycle

of education is not to transmit knowledge in the traditional way

but to-prepare the individual for life and for becoming a re-
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sponsible citizen. This implies the full development of poten-

tialities and the well-rounded development of personality and

ability to integrate in the social community where he lives. IA

also calls for the adequate acquisition of skills for worthwhile

employment and the ability to participate actively in society

and to challenge and transform it.-

35. The development of desirable attitudes, fostering creativin

ty, in an education which is combined with culture then ap-

pears necessary. Initiation to the world of work, life expert-

ence, out-of-school activities of all kinds, cultural activi-

ties of various typeS including the modern sicentific and tech-

nological understanding of the worl*.l are essential components

for such an educational content. li is clear, for instance,

that technology - not only as a subject of practical value but

also as an educational experience which involves abstract pro-

cesses capable of transfer to other fields - way play a forma-

tive r6le, as can sport. It also appears that initiation to the

world of work can be useful not only from a vocational point of

view but for better underptanding of school and society. It

seems desirable for subjects to be grouped according to the

kinds of competence to be achieved or in an interdisciplinary

manner to reflect the complexity of real-life situations.

.36. Emphasis should be placed not so much on Ahe whole range of

specific subjects at on those which developAhe ability to

learn, essential in the perspective'of lift' -long education. For

instance', such subjects as can be described as languages - ver7

bal, mathematical, plastic and dynamic or physical - are of par-

ticular value. It is also recognized that certain new subjects

and apooaches, such as modern mathematics, are less important
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as dikip:ines than from the point of v.ew of the new type of

relationship they create between the t acher and the student.

37. Bearing these considerations in 4nd it seems that some

kind of agreement can be reache on a balanced content of

traditional and new elements whidh should be covered by the

basic cycle of education to meet he requirements of the nation-

al community and to promote inte national understanding. Such

contents should aim at achievin greater democratization and

equality of opportunity in the erspective of life-long educa-

tion, and place considerable phasis on humanistic and cul-

tural values. It should devel p communication skills starting

with literacy and numeracy. t should provide the tools of ver-

pal communication In the mo her tongue and, where. required, in

Other languages.

4"

38. Content should lintro uce the learner to the world of

science and technol. gy, and lay the foundation for the

scientific understandi g of the world, not only in a theoret-

ical mannei,but throu prpctical application. It shouid ins -,

tiate to the wo Id of wc4, relate the ineVidual to the com-,

munity, and enha ce the RIStion of social service. It should

develop aesthetic.appreciation and promote cultural and ethic-

al valuts. The basic cycle should educate through and for de-

cision-making and responsibility and develop the altruistic

instinct which is inherent In the child.

I
8,- Pre-requisites for a'basic cycle of education

394 No kinds of consideratiOns must be discussed in this
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. connexion. 'First the establishment of a basic cycle of edu-

cation reqtpres that to discharge its function certain provie-,

ions should be made and certain conditions should be met: See-

ondiy, thestablishment of a basic cycle of education rep;e-

sents a policy option which has implications for the rest 01'

the system.

40. The kind of education implied by the concept ofa basic I 4
'N

cycle, identified with specific aims and largely concerned."4
, *.p°

with the creation of new attitudes, relies primarily on the '

teacher. However innovatively conceived, the basic Cycle'canndit

be implemented without teachers who fully understand its'aims .70t

,an 'Philosophy of education. Not only does it entail a'quantalzk. "

tati
5

e.expansion of the number of,appropriately traineeteach- %.

ers, ut lio a new type of training' which requires on behalf h'

of he teachers the Same kind of competeqcies which he or she,

se ks".t0 develop in students. .%

41. Teachers should be prepared to practice team Mork and to

use an tnterdiscipli.nar approach; to be aware of the psy-

rchological development and c aracteristics of the students and

to establish a new type of r lationshIp with them; to use flex

,
ible methods and with thaPrstuden 4 to evaluate student pro-

gress and the suitability and effectiveness of the learning

.programmes. The variety of educaeonal problems encountered in

:the basic cycle of education requires different types of teach-

ers'capable of new kinds of interactions with students leading

to guided individual learning.

42. Teachers therefore appear an essential element to take into

account in planning the programme of the basic cycle of edu-

A
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cation, either formal or non-formal. Such planning is itself an

essential prerequIsite for success.

43. Another requirement'is the optimuM use of material resources
t

such as buildings an* equipment and technical means avail-

able within the 'educational system and the, community.

44. The development of new materials required for the basic

cycle of.education Is esseritial and teachers should be pre-

pared to take part in the production and'evaluation of such

materials.

ei s

45. The full use of human resources also appears necessary. It

entails not only enlisting those who can_playan education-

al role and the co-ordinating of all educational activities,

btit also actively involving the community and students in de-

fining the purpose and functions of the basic cycle of:educa-

tion, in the light of its requirements and aspirations.

46. In addition to the need for continuous evaluation already

mentioned, there is, a need for an adequate programme of

adtion research, including research in ate fields of psycholo-

gy an4 sociology testing, and experimentation in relation to

,the aims of the basic cycle of education and of its education-

al objectives. This scientific approach must redound to the

bpnefit of the individuals for'whom the basic cycle of educa-

tion is designed.

47. Maximum flexibility should ensure that any individual

continue or complete the cycle at any age. The needs of de-

prived and handicapped groups should be given special attention.
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48. to all these requirements for the proper fiinc-

basic'cycle the implications of the concept

for the whole system of education must be taken into account.

Whereas in the mor eloped countries the notion of a basit

cycle of edUcation often coincides with that of compulsory

schooling or in certain cases may mean a reduction of the dura-

tion of primari,'Plus Junior or secondary education, in most of

the developing countries, it toads to.lengthen the duration of

educational provision. It therefore requires policy choices

which in all cases demand the best possible deployment of fi-

nancial and physica'I resources and which may lead to difficult

decisions. The following are'some of the questions which arise

In this respect.

What immediate action can be taken to implement a basic

cycle of education for all?

If resources cannot permit' the full cycle to he made avail-

° able universally, should it be shortened so that all may benefit

to an extent?
f

When there is a shortage of national resources how can the

basic,c le be implemented using non-formal and part-time educa-

tional fac ties?

What mv should be taken so that the basic cycle of educa-

tion can hflp those countries which have a problem of unemployed

school-leavers to absorb in their economy the products of educa-

tion?

49. Therefore, the 'establishment of a basic cycle of education

may well *Ore the setting up of non-formal and part-time

education.programmes at the. same level, or at a higher level

both for general education or for pre-vocational and vocational

education, and training for those not having received adequate

12,
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schooling as well as for all groups of men and women suffering

from handicaps and disadvantages.

50. The place of the basic cycle of education should therefore

be defined within the whole education system and the comple-

mentary components which its existence may require should be

identified in its perspectiNT.

C. Duration

51. While a number of experiments 'in the organization of a ba-

sic cycle oreducation have a duration of nine or ten years

it is pfobably impossible to define the cycle in terms of a

specific number of years. Cycles vary considerably according

, to national situations and the availability of resource. Many

countries cannot hope to provide a universal cycle of nine to

ten years at this time. As indicated above, the basic cycle of

studiei should be defined in terms of its ability to achieve

certain aims, to develop certain competencies, values, behaviours

and to provide certain ski115-.

52: it has already been observed that thetbasic cycle of educa-

tion is not a mere addition of a certain number of school

years to primary education of the formal type. By new approaches

and methods, it is hoped to Improve the efficiency of the educa-

tion provided and therefore reduce the time required to attain a

given educat,ional.oblective. The efficiency of a basic cycle of

%Au6tion Is also to a large extent associated with the practice

of individualized learning and therefore with the ability of each

student to proceed'af his or her own pace.

1 e,
1 i)
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53. finally, if one assumes that the basic cycle of education

may be concerned with the education of adults and youth

as well as with that of children, one should take into account

the fact that the speed Of learning and the acquisition of

skills and competencies varies considerably with the age of the

learner. It is obvious that adults with social, working or fami-

ly experience do not need to be introduced to certain concepts

or to acquire skills which they already command. A greater de-

gree of motivation, which is to be found with adults, can ac-

celerate their progress. Thus there can be no fixed duration

for the basic cycle of education even less 41view of the vary-

ing nature of its content from country to country. Converseey

one can assume that one of the characteristics of the basic

cycle of education is to aim at improving the efficiency of the

educational process.

VI: CONCLUDING REMARKS

54. The'present report does not claim to have fully explored all

the possibilities, Implications and problems which the basic

cycle of education might entail. It is hoped that It may contri-

bute to stimulate further discussion and study among the inter-

national community of educators and policy-makers.

Topics which require further investigation could well be:,

the role of pre-school eduCation in relation to the basic
cycle of education;

teacher preparation in view of new approaches to the educa-
tional process;

the place of non-formal and part-time education programmes
within the basic cycle;

community involi;ement in the basic cycle;

126
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the development of materials relevant to the basic cycle at
various age levels;

suitable buildings for the basic cycle of education;

implications of the basic cycle of education for the educa-
tional systemsas a whole.

55. There are many other issues which could warrant reflec-

tion and research. This report therefore should be

viewed as a starting point for further developments concern-

ing the basic cycle,of education.

C
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APPENDIX D,

TOWARDS LIFELONG EDUCATION:
SOME NEW DEVELOPMENTS MENTIONED IN THE REPORT

The purpose of thi,s iooendix is to list some of t

ments and new approaches which
were mentioned in

which contribute towards the evolution of systems

influenced by the master concept of lifelong educ

cited are listed under various headings and range
large policy commitments undertaken by government

4aoge-s--towards a greater measure of integr

flexibility or a wider knowledge of the context o
cation.

Examples have only been included when they re

sent policy or practice. Many new plans are under

have been mentioned in the report. These are not
list. Also omitted are the mapy valuable examples

activities instanced at the seminar.

No attempt has been made to provide detailed I

cerning any of these deveiopmehts.
This list is

as a starting point for readers who may wish to en

Most of the examples cited were drawn from ere

countries represented at the seminar and are Indic
crossx. Out in some cases valuable exampreg-Ware gi

other systems by seminar members and these too are
the listing.

e new develoP

he seminar an

of education

tion. Example

from very

to smaller

tion, more

lifelong edu

lect past or co,e-

discussion and

ncluded in the

of diffusion

formation con-

eiy Intended

wire further.

ience in

ted with a

ven from

ncluded in
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1. NEW NATIONAL POLICIES INFLUENCED BY THE CONCEPT OF LIFE-
LONG EDUCATION

Indonesiax

The concept of lifelong education has been taken as a mas-

ter concept in reorganising and reformingthe'Indonesian

educational system and this is reflected in both the first

and second five year development plans (1969-73 and 1974-

78). Political decisions towards this end have been made

within the presidential decree 34/1972 and the general

guidellim no. 15/74.

(II) Algeria
x

From the launching of the first'four year plan (1970-73)

the idea of lifelong education has gained increasing power

as a master concept guldingeducational policies. It is

closely in tune with the new socialist philosophies of the

government. Already a comprehensive system of out-of-

school training for adults and youth has been created of-

fering a variety of graded opportunities parallel to and

supplementary to the existing school system. Already de-

centralisation in control of education is planned together

with progressive integration of current school and out-of-

school programmes. (One aspect oT the reform, 'the Insti-

tutes of Technology, is described In the International Re-

view of Eduoatio), 20 (1974), no. 4. pp. 521-524)k,

(III) Tanzania

Following the publication of the Arusha declaration and

President Nyerere's pamphlet "Education for Self Reliance"

In 1967, government education policy has firmly stressed

1 2 zi
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the concepts of horizontal and vertical integration: the

links between all forms of education and between the

school and the community. This is reflected in education

plans e.g. Second Five-Year Plan for Economic and Social

Development 1969-74 and in curricula for formal and non-

formal education. (See also Foster, P. s Sheffield, J.R.

Education and Rival Development. pp. 261-277.

(IV) Peru

The Peruvian General Law on Education of 1972 provides

for a radical reform of the aims and organisation of the

national education system towards policies influenced by

the master concept of lifelong education. Article 26 of

the Law, Decree 19326 enacts that "The State will devel-

op a policy of lifelong education ..." and a new struc-

ture of education into three levels, pre-primary, basic

and higher, reflects this policy. (Described in Interna-/

tidnalReview of Education 20 (1974) no. 4. DP. 532-537).

2. NEW AGENCIES TO COORDINATE AND ARTICULATE EDUCATIONAL
EFFORT

(I) Algeriax

The Centre National d'Enseignement GtAralise (C.N.E.G.)

.coordinates efforts to provide educational opportunities

through correspondence, radio and televition. It bridges

both the formal and non-formal sector, conducts research

as to needs and demand, prepare's materials and disperses

them for a wide variety of purposes, for example: en-

3 ti
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riching school programmes, providing re-education and

training for those who have dropped out of the system

and retraining teachers of various types and grades.

(11) indonesiax

The Office of Educational Development, Ministry of Edvca-.

tion and Culture has general responsibility for coordinat-

ing and undertaking research and evaluationy coordinating

pilot projects, developing long, medium and short term

educational plans. in the development phase it coordi-

nates both formal and non-form'il education and is re-

sponsible for preparing curricula for both:.Currently it

is also seeking means to coordinate other in'formai eduta=

tional activities carried out by'other ministries.

(III) Kenya

A -Board of Adult Education is set up under the Ministry

of Cooperatives and Social Services to coordihate all

national efforts by various agencies. (Cited in' Coombs, P. H.

New Paths to Learning, p. 46.) .

(1V) Ugandax

The National Curriculum Development Centre in Kampala.

has been set up to ceotdinate.all curriculum development

projects in both formal non-iOrmal education. It co-

ordinates agencies which hitharto sometimes lacked s'uf- .

ficient communication with each other: the Ministry of

Education, the University and other educational Insti-

tutions, the East African Examination Council and other

government ministries reiponsgble for different-'kinds of

educational progiammes. Thecompoiltron of the governing

board of the centre reflects these interests.

-131
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(V) The role played by univer/ties and institutes of Educa-

tion, such as the MauritiO Institute of Edycation, as co-

ordinating bodies was also stressed.

3. TOWARDS INTEGRATION OF EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES IN SCHOOL

(t) Cameroonx

Two Institutes of Rural Applied Pedagogy (Instituts de PE-

dagogie Appliqube 3 Vocation Rurale) have been opened one

of which is in Yaounde and the other in Buea. These, to-

gether with the National Institute of Education in Yaoun-

de, are contributing towards reshaping curricula and

teacher training towards rural community needs. (See

Lailez, R. An Experiment in the Ruralisation of Education:

IPAR and the Cameroonian Reform; also report

of seminar: "The Reform of Primary Education in Cameroon",

March 1973.'Yaounde: Ministry of National Education.)

(ii) Ugandax

The Namutamba Rural Education Project is based on a

teachers college and involves sixteen primary schools

near the town of Mityana fifty miles from Kampala. The

project aims to provide a more relevant curricula for

rural children, to strengthen working links between

school and community and to establish the school as a '

centre for community education. A film on the project has

been produced by the film unit Uganda Ministry of Infor-

mat)pn. (Also described in the seminar report Work-orien-

tediducation 1:.1. Africa. Bonn: German Foundation for In-

ternational Development, 1972.)

132
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(Ill) Ghanax

Continuation schools have been established to give a voca-

tignal and practical bias to the elementary school curri-

culum so that pupils can acquire skills which will prepare

them for self-employment when necessary.

(IV) ,Kenyax

Various forms of education and training for school leavers

exist throughout African countries with thetommon aim of

transforming them into "Job makers" rather than "job seek-

ers". To this end village polytechnics aim to train youth

In rural areas to acquire skills to create Jobs and meet

changes throughout their lifetimes. Often local craftsmen a°

are used as part-time instructors. The introduction of

industrial education at primary level now being developed

at the Kenya Institute of Education lays a foupdation for

these skills. (See Foster, P. E Sheffield, J. R. Educa

tion and Rural DeveZopment. pp. 283-301.)

(V) Pakistan

As part of ar Integrated Rural Development Programme aimed

at improving the quality of life together with the social

and economic status of the .rural population, centres (Mara-

kaz) have been set up. These serve youth and adults alike

and also serve as listening stations for radio programmes.

(VI) Tanzaniax

UJaama schools in UJaama villages are built to serve the

whole community. Presidenr Nyerere believes, "... that

every school should also be a farm; that the school com-

munity should consist of people who are both teachers and

133
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farmers, and pupils _and farmers". (Education for Self Re-

liance.) See also Houghton, H. 8, Tregear, P. Community

Schools in Developing Countries. A recent film "Community

Schools in Tanzania" has been issued by UNICEF in coopera-

tion with the novernment of Tanzania,

4. ALTERNATIVE EDUCATIONAL PATTERNS - INSTANCES OF FLEXIBILITY

iraqx

Shortened forms of primary education (3 Years) are being

introduced to provide basic education for children between,

10 and 15 who have missed schooling. Special centres are

"planned for, girls of 12 to 14 to teach literacy, numeracy

and some vocational education part time over a two year

period. ,

(11) Saudi Aribiax

Ungraded elemEntary schools have been introduced to coun-

ter the probleM of drop outs and so enable the children

to proceed in their studies according to the pace of the

individual child. The children learn lessons in units

A and move on according to how effectively they have com-

pleted each unit.

(III) Kuwaiti .

Functional education centres have been ;et up serving dif-

ferent groups of lea6ers of different ages but with the

common purpose of developing skills on the work they do

and the life'they lead. These centres also undertake
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teaching of practical numeracy, practical science and

citizenship.

t

(IV) Brazil

A growing variety of patterns and alternative paths to

achieve basic education are being offered through the

adult education movement (PuBRAL) in conjunction with the

educational broadcasting service'(MINERVA) and supplement-

ary services provided at state level. The children40youth

or adults are enabled through a variety of means, full or

part time, to reach standards recognised as enabling them ,

to go on leatning formally or informally.

(V) Note also-Increasing provision of varied opportunitlbs for

recurrent education provided for adults as instanced in

the list provided by Zambiax (pp. ). A similar list for

Kenyax is included in CooMbs, P.N. New Paths to Learning,

pp. 103-106.

5. USE OF MASS MEDIA,

N.

Ivory Coastx

Parallel with the use of educational television for all

children in the basic cycle, the para-tele teaching is or-

ganised. This involves correspondence education in addi-

tion td television and serves to reeducate and reanimate

those who in the conventional terminology would have been

classed as "failures" or "drop outs".
1

(I)

1'
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CIO Pakistanx /

The new People's Opleupiversity at Islamabad will offer
.../ 2.

courses.in general dueation aimed principally towards

learne -s who ha s? hijd about, ten years formal schooling.'.

but its progrds 4101 extend-ferwider. Courses in func-

tional edu, for farmers, industrial workers aid

craftsmen a p1anned..A varie ty oC media: radio, tele-
., ;

vision and correspondencekwIll,be employed and a vari-

ety of R,,,aces4used as study centres including educational
:. .., ,,,

instA lonS, .the I.R.O.P. centres and other suitable

'pip is:Even illiterates are expected to,profit from ceo.-

tin of the programmes.

(I-1I) 4leur i t 1 usx

't In common with a number of other countries rep'resented,

Mauritius has cently begun to exploit further the'po-1
tontialities of the -Mass media to. enrich formal education

r and provide alSernative paths to it. The Mauritius Col-

lege of the Air was established in 1,971 as piirt of the,

International Extension Collegh, haggrown rapidly and is .

now fully administered. by the government. It offers

courses at economy. level, progra

other with vocational_c<ses of

r teachers to

ious

(IV) Dominican Republic

RadiolSantOaria is based. in La Ve§a. It mikes use Of../J'

multimedia techniques (radio, work-sheets Ind face-to=

face contact with locally recruited monitor teachers) for

reaching rural audiences throughout the country. ft is

nonliovernmental and church-dinklmaking considerable

use of local volunteers. Originally Lnitialied ih 1964 as
, \

.*

4
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a four grade functional literacy course it was expanded

in 1973 to an eight grade course with formal school equiv-

alence. (Described in Unesco Institute of Education Newa-

letter No. 3, January 1975, and to tle subject of an Insti-

stute case study.)

(V) Saudi Arabiax

A children's.magazine is produced to Orovide supplementary

,,informal educational material for children and youth. Sim-

in other countries represented includ-

ing Zambfax where the Commiss ethnical Education

anciyocatiohal Training produces the children's

Orbit. 4

T1114-

6. TOWARDS A MORE FLEXIBLE SYSTEM. OF EVALUATION

(I) Ghanax

Tests of reading ability are being developed through the

Curriculaim Research and Development Division in Accra.

Mans exist to launch a programme fol developing tests

of numeracy. These instruments are intended,for use by

teachers to determine levels of individual achievemeht.

They thus promote awareness of the fact that individuals

progress at different speeds. Such tests may be used for

learners,of different apes and In a variety of educa-

tional situations.
4W',

{II) Other instances were cited where the power of central-

ised exarpinations had been, reduced (Indonesia)awhere sys-

tems of assessment had been modified (Tanzania) and where

assessment by. examination had open suoplemented

13;*
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by use of individual records leading to increasingly flex-

ible movement of learners between grades in the basic

cycle.

7.- TEACHER EDUCATION - SOME NEW APPROACHES

(1) 5ePegal

Regional Teachers Colleges (EColes normales regkonales)

offer a four year course the last year of which is very

strongly orientated towards practical teaching (more

than half students' time is In the classroom). Emphasis

throughout training Is on knowledge and skills which

contribute towards lifelong learqing. A strong emphasis

is placed on the role of the teacher In rural develop-

ment and techniques for teaching both children and f

Idults are imparted. Students spend a month helping with

r economic projeas in local communities.

(11) Kenya' 1

Teachers Advisory Centres are being set up throughout

country. ;They:bffer a ease 'for in-service courses at

local level, but also a centre where teachers can-go, in-
.

formal)y, and at times convenient to themselves to seek

advice, discussproblemt or make themselves aware of ney

materials available in their fields.

0

'WO-Nigeria

The Institute of Education Alimaau Bello University oper-

ates new flexible programmes of sandwich-courses for Ira-

tie! training of teachers and:teicher educators, at under-

138,
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graduate and postgraduate level. These are iargely for

mature men and women already teaching in the system often V.

without any professional qualification. They attend train-

ing during holiday time and are supervised during their

regular teaching.

(IV) Lebanon,-Jordan

A number of countries in the Middle East have operated at

various times, systems of initial training of teachers /

through a combination of radio, correspondeAce and face7

to-face teaching. In this way teachers can obtain train-

ing in-service and at the same time develop their abil-

ities for further self-improvement. The prototype for
-

these schemes, now very widespread, was launched by the

UNRWA/UNESCO Institute of Education In Deirut in 1964.

(See Harrison, K. "In-Service Teacher Training by UNRWA/

UNESCO in Lebanon, Gaza, Syria and Jordan". Teacher Edu-
- 4.

cation in New Countries iL.no. 2, pp. 124-1)3. '

(v) Other examples or planned in-service education programmes

often using a variety of media, were instanced e.g. from

Afghanistan
x

, Zambia
x
, Uganda

x
.

SOM ROGRAMEES AND PROJECTS

m At the Unesco Institute for Education, Hamburg

Since 1972 the U1E hi) devoted its research activities to

lifelong education and school learning. Various concep-.

tual and operational studies have been completed, or are

in progress. These include:
ae.
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(1) An exploratory study on the concept characteristics
of lifelong education (see Appendix A) and their
implications for schoolrcurriculum.

(2) An inter-disciplinary study on the foundations of
lifelong education incorporating psychology, soci-
ology, philosophy, anthropology, ecology, history
and economics.

(3) Two studies on- evaluation: one 'aimed at developing

criteria, procedures and instruments for evaluat-
ing existing curricula in collaboration with re-
search institutions in Japan, Romania and Sweden;
the othec on developing a framework for pupil eval-
uation in the perspective of lifelong education.

(4) A study on the initial preparation of teachers
aimed at,the development of theoretical and practi-
cal components of college curricula and undertaken
in cooperation with the institutions from Austral-
ia, Federal Republic of Germany, Hungary, India and
Singapore.

(5) Two series of case-studies: One analysing-national
reforms (e.g. Peru) and the other evaluating spec-
ific educational practices (e.g. Radio Santa Maria,
DominicanRepublic).

(II) African Bureau of Educational Sciences

This body was founded at the last congress of the

I.A.A.E.R. in Paris In September 1973. It is based on the

National University of Zaire, 'Kisangani. It aims to co-

ordinate and diffuse educational research throughout Afri-

ca and as such has! powerful role to play in the essen-

tial task of laying a foundation of sound knowledge on

which to base new approaches and structures.

(III) In South East Asia (INNOTECH) \

The Regional Centre for Educational innovation and Tech-

nology was given the responsibility by SEAMEO to seek

solutions to the problem of hoW, in the face of decisions

14U
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to move rapidly towards mass primary education, alternative

strategies could be found which provide qUality primary

education at significantly reduced per-pupil costs.

Approaches being explored include (i) the deriving of

"life skills" objectives so that the curriculum can be

pared down to what is most relevant and essential,

(II) Project IMPACT, designed to minimise the use of formal

classroom 'and modify the teacher's role towards-managing

the self-instructivn of a large number of children with

the assistance of community members, parents'and peer tu-

tors. Indonesia' cooperated fully in Project IMPACT.

z
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